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CHAPrER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The business education curriculum or tho public schools trains youth 
to .fill positions in the business world. Through joint effort with 
businessmen, business educators are able to determine what duties are 
per.formed in different business oeeupations, and f"rom this information 
to inc1ude in business education courses the necessary fundamentals of 
these occupational fields. In this ws:y business education may work in 
t e light,. toward known goals, :11th t he _ employers of their trainees as 
counselors. 
It is useless t o offer a wide variety of vocational eourses if 
people 1ho take these courses cannot use the training to gain and hold 
employment. Over a period of years, educators have atte pted through 
research and other contacts to accumulate data on business occupations 
so that training institutions may satisfy the demands of business. The 
practiee of surveying business communities and analyzing business occupa-
tions will need to be extended by business education to determine the 
requirements of employees 1n that area and probable demands upon prospec-
tive employees by present and ruturo jobs.1 
The investigator in this study has surveyed fourteen selected oil 
companies in Oklahoma to accomplish the following objectives: (1) to 
l 
Ira W. Kibby and William R. Blackler, "The Relationship of 
Business to Business Education," The Nation Business Education Outlook, 
Sixth Yearbook, National Commercial Teachers Federation, 1940, 
pp. 144-145. 
2 
determine 'Whether the training given by schools has been satisfying tbs 
minimum requirements in the accounting am bookkeeping field, (2) to 
ascertain the minimum requirements specif'ied for the beginning worker in 
the accounting and bookkeeping field , (3) to determine the employment 
possibilities f'or graduating .students in the accounting am bookkeeping 
f'ield, and (4) to secure occupational information for high school and 
college students who are interested in the accounting and bookkeeping 
field. 
Through this study inf rma:tion will be ma.de available to the students 
of accounting and bookkeeping and others who wish to better prepare them-
selves f'or employment vi.th the oil companies of Oklahoma.. The results 
of the study should assist students in determining which points should 
be given greatest emphasis in their classwork and outside activities. 
Youth or high school age and college graduates should be provided with 
a better knowled of the requirements they will be expected to meet 
when they enter the business world. 
Statement ~ ~ Problem. The purpose of this study is to gather 
data pertaining to the minimum employment requirements for new accounting 
and bookkeeping employees in selected oil companies of' Oklahoma and to 
analyze and interpret these data in such a manner that they Jn8.Y be helpful 
to students, to instructors of college accounting courses, and to teachers 
of' bookkeeping in high schools situated near oil company headquarters. 
Specifically, the study seeks to anm-rer the following questions. 
1. Does the instruction and training given by State colleges and 
high schools located near oil company headquarters adequately prepare 
students to enter employment with oil companies as accountants, accounting 
clerks, or record keepers? I£ not, in what areas is tho trainir.g 
deficient? 
2. What special training, if e;rw, that is peculiar only to the oil 
indWJtry should be given to prospective accounting and bookkeeping 
employees by high schools located in the vicinities of oil companies and 
by colleges? 
J. How many people are employed as accountants, accounting clerks, 
or record keepers by the selected oil companies? 
4. During a normal business year, how many nev accountants, accounting 
clerks, and record keepers do the selected oil companies employ? Will this 
number change for any reason during the next 5 years? 
5. What are the minimum educational qualificati ons required of new 
accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers? 
6. What experience qualifications, if any, a.re required of new 
accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers? 
7. What duties are performed by new accountants, aceounting c1erks, 
and record keepers? 
8. Are vacancies for accountants, accounting clerks, and record 
keepers filled by new employees or are they filled by promoting or 
shirting present employees? 
9. What methods are followed in employing new accountants, accounting 
clerks, and record keepers? 
10. Do the selected compar..ies offer any type of assistance to 
accountant, accounting clerk, and record-koeper employees who wish to 
continue their education7 
§pope Jm!! Delimitation. Tho data used in this study wre obtained 
through personal interviews mth personnel managers or accounting depart-
ment heads of .fourteen oil companies located in the state of Oklahoma. 
The oil compa.ni:_es are situated in the north central and northeastern 
4 
sections of the state alXi are considered by the investigator to be repre-
sentative of the jority of oil companies in Oklahoma. 
Goographic locations of the oil co~panies included in this survey 
are as follows: 










The accountant, accounting clerk, atid record-keeper positions were 
selected as positions in vhich a beginning worker in the accounting and 
bookkeeping field might find employment with an oil compaey. It may be 
assumed that in many cases the upper-level positions in accounting depart-
ments are fill_ed by promotion within the companies, while the machine 
operator positions require no specific accounting or bookkeeping training; 
therefore, jobs such as these were eliminated, and the survey was restricted 
to the employment requirements for beginning accountants, accounting clerks, 
and record keepers. 
Opinions of the personnel managers a.rd accounting department heads 
are reflected in some of the data c piled in this survey. Questions 1, 
2, 10, and ll in the interview schedule2 are ubjective in nature and 
call for expression o.f personal opinion. The remainder of the questions 
are objective; and the data furnished in reply were derived from policies, 
records, and procedures or the selected oil companies. 
2 See Appendix. 
The accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers vere not 
interviewed to determine their opinions concerning deficiencies in their 
pre-employment training. 
5 
Definitions. An examination was made of the definitions of me.ny 
accounting and bookkeeping positions in an effort t.o select definitions 
which would fit the actual duties performed by a ·ority or acco ting 
and bookkeeping per onnel in the selected oil companies. Arter consulta-
tion 'With the Head of the Department or Accounting and the Assistant Dean 
of the Division of Commerce, Oklahoma A. and M. College, both of whom 
have contacts wlth the selected oil companies in p1aeing graduates in 
accounting positions, the definitions given in the Dictionary~ 
Occupational Titlem.3 -were selected tor use in this survey. These defini-
tions wre used verbatim to 1 ntify the accountant, accounting clerk, 
and record keeper . 
Accountant - Devises or executes previously devised accounting 
systems to meet the·naeds of a particular concern: prepares 
financial statements, audits books, and does other accounting work 
as business r equires; ~sst1..tnes responsibill ty for accuracy or the 
books after the audit.4 
Accounting Clerk - Performs the more routine calculating, typing 
and po ting duties nece"'sary in accounting: checks items on various 
reports, summarizing and posting the data to designated books; 
performs a variety of other eler·eal duties, such as making up 
invoices or mont~ statements to be sent to customers, preparing 
~ rolls, verifying the company bank account, keeping riles of 
various records, ma.king up a periodic report of the company's 
business activities, and listing airl checking detail sin tructed.5 
Record Keeper - Keeps a record or and works with only one phase or 
section of a c mpl.ete set of records pertaining to busine s trans-
actions, such e.s the accounts receivable or the accounts payable 
3 Dict1onacy of Occupational Title, Division or Standards and 
Research, United States Government, June, 1939. 
4 Ibid. , p. 2. 
5 Ibid . 
6 
section, performing other bookkeeping duties •••• May be 
specifically designated according to sect i on of r ecords kept, a~ 
Accounts-Payable Bookkeeper; or Accounts-Receivable Bookkeeper.0 
The terms beginning employees and new employees a.re used syno:rzymously 
in this study to designate employees that are newly employed by the 
com}?al'73, except in cases where it is definitely stated that the employees 
a.re promoted or shifted to other positions. 
IffiPortance or the Study. In many instances the oil companies are a 
source of employment for the business ed cation graduates of the high 
schools and colle s in Okl oma.. The oil companies have large staffs 
of employees, &ld each year ruany off'iee positions become available to 
Oklahoma college and high school graduates. 
Or.e or the largest dopart nts in each or the oil companies is the 
accounting department, which handles a wide assortment of transactions. 
Efficient performance of duties assigned to the rsonnel in these depart-
ments calls for knowledges and skills which schools provide. 
Prior to beginning this study, t he imrest:tg tor had sample discussions 
with a personnel manager and an accounting department head in two of the 
selected oil companies in regard to the ilQportance of the propo ed survey. 
It was their expressed opinion that a need existed for the compilation of 
the data obtained in this survey. 
With regard to surveys of business occuretions and employment require-
ments in a. local community, Herbert A. Tonne says: 
Local surveys can, if properly used, h lp fill out the picture 
of the training needs that the high schoo1 and post-high school 
business-training facilities must render. I.tis often desirable 
to set up a local survoy of business education. When a survey is 
well conducted, it ll1$Y' have results similar to those already known. 
Yet it ma es the investigator himself' mo e aware or the nature of 
6 Ibiq. , p. 5. 
7 
his local collllllunity, and it gives him 1~elationships with the local 
businessmen that might otherwise be difficult to obtain. Such 
survays also make the businessman aware not only of the difficulties 
of the high school but also of the very considerabl contributions 
that the school is rendering.? 
Ira • Kibby am William R. Blackler stress the necessity or business 
educators working with business leaders in improving business education. 
They say: 
In improving the program in business education uith a view to 
attaining greater individual adjustment and increased usef'ulness 
'\.o the businoss world, teachers of business subjocts do well to 
become acquainted with businessmen and their rret.11.ods, and to study 
the techniques used by business. In so doing, the educator will 
observe tho advantages tlat the business firm gains from the appli-
cation of scientific mothod to management problems. In addition 
the working relationships developed during such contact and study 
may prove nm.tually beneficial to members of both business t\nd business 
education.8 
Of the need for the collection of information in the bookkeeping 
field , Harold F. Cottingham seys: 
The need for current local information in relation to book-
keeping is ir~portant since the employment opportunities and working 
conditions have changed in recent years • ••• machine innovations 
have influenced the nature of the tasks carried out by those 
employed as "bookkeepers," making it necessary for a student 
considerin~ this occupation to conduct a thorough investigation 
into its IDarl¥' phaaos.9 
The number or accounting graduates or Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College-and, doubtless of other coll ges and high schools 
in the stato- who seek employment with oil companies as beginning 
accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers indicates that this 
study is needed in order that future ccounting graduates and the institu-
tions in which they will receive their training may know the opportunities 
a.nd requirements for employment in the offices of oil companies. 
7 Herbert A. Tonne, Principles ~ Business Education, p. 120. 
8 Ira W. Kibby and William R. Blackler, "The Relationship of' Business 
to Business Education," !lli! National Business Edur;e,tion Outlook, Sixth 
Yearbook, National Commercial Teachers Federation, 1940, p. 143. 
9 Harold F. Cottingham, "Occupational Information for Those Interested 
in Bookkeeping," ~ ~, (March, 1948), p. 47 
Som:ces s.t. !!Im· The interview technique or the normative-survey 
method of research was used in gathering primacy data regarding the 
initial employment requirements or oil companies for accountants, 
accounting clerks, and record keepers . 
8 
From each company the investigator collected, b,y- means of a personal 
interview with either the personne1 manager or the a.ccounting department 
head, information concerning the company's specific requirements in 
employing new accountants, accounting clerks , am record keepers, and 
from these data this study was made. 
Literature and research studies in the fields of business education, 
applied and industrial psychology, and personnel management wre examined 
to gather secondary data. 
Method~ Research. The interview technique of the normative-survey 
method of research was selected as the most suitable for gathering the 
data necessary for the study. 
Carter V. Good, A. S. Barr, and Douglas E. Scates sa:y, "Normative-
survey research is directed toward ascertaining the prevailing eonditions.ulO 
or the interview technique, these authors say: 
By means of the interview it is possible to secure maey data 
that cannot be obtained through the less personal procedures of 
distributing a reply blank. People generally do not care to put 
confidential information in writing; they~ want to see who is 
getting the in.formation anl receive guarantees as to how it will 
be used •• • • Again, the interview permits the interviewer to 
gain an impression of the person who is giving the facts , to form 
some judgment of the truth in the facts, and to "read between the 
lines,'* things that are not said. Finally the interview afford 
an opportunity for the interviewer to give information and to 
develop certain attitudes on the part of the respond.ent .ll 
10 Carter v. Good, A. s. Barr, and Douglas E. Scates, The Methodology 
.2.f. Educational Research, p. 2f?:7. 
ll .lli!!·, p. 378. 
Leonard V. Koos, in his book, The Questionnaire in Education, 
reconmiends the interview technique in sqing, "Wherever possible, it is 
preferable to use the oral questionnaire--that is, the interview~to tha 
written quostionnaire.ttl2 
9 
Procedure . In assembling information for use in this study, related 
theses and business education literature were examined. Since this study 
was to be an occu~tional survey of employment requirements, related 
literature which might be helpful in establishing procedures was care.f'Ully 
studied. A survey by Gordon Culver l .3 or the employment standards 
required o~ beginning secretaries and stenographers was found to be 
representative or the occupational survey type of research employing the 
interview technique. Working from an interview schedule prepared by 
Culver, numerous parts of which were adapted for use in the present 
study, the investigator drafted a tentative intervi.ov schedule . Tha 
tentative schedule vas presented to the Chairman or the Thesis Committee 
for criticism; a.nd, in conformance wi.th suggestions received, a revised 
schedule ws prepared. The r evised interview schedule was presented to 
tho Head of the Depart ent of Accounting and to the Assistant Dean of the 
Division o! Coliliilerce for :f"Urther criticism. Following these conferences, 
the revised schedule was submitted to the Chairman of the Thesis Comittee 
for final approval. The final interview schedule, a copy of which is 
included in the Appendix, 14 was then multigra.phed. 
12 Leonard V. Koos, I!!! Questionnaif2 1! Education, p. 161. 
13 Gordon F. Culver; "A Survey of Selected Oil Companies in Oklahoma. 
to Determine Minimum Employment Standards Required of Beginning Secretaries 
and Stenographers. " Unpublished Master's thesis, Oklahoma Agricultural 
and Mechanical College, 1949. .. 
ll+ See Appen:iix . 
The fourtoen companies studied wero those included in Culver1s 
survey, with two exceptions. One company did not employ a sufficient 
staff or accounting employees to afford representative data; therefore, 
a company suggested by the Assistant Dean of the Di vision of C onunerce 
was il luded to replace it. The other company which had been incl uded 
10 
in Culver's survey was visited by the investigator on three separate 
occasions. t the time oft e i rst visit, the persotmel manager could 
not fill out the interview schedule; therefore, the purpose of the survey 
was explained and a form ,~s left to be filled out and mailc,d to the 
investigator within a week. After waitins two weeks, the investigator 
a.,,,oain visited this company for the purpose of obtaining a repl;y'. As the 
personnel mana r ws ill, a duplicate schedule was left with the recep,. 
tionist. Aft r another wait or two -weeks, the investigator again called 
upon this company. At the time ot this third visit, the investigator 
was informed that the company could not provide th.a data reque ted. 
Culver compiled the list or oil companies from two sources: 
1. Companies suggested by the Head of the Department of Secretarial 
Administration that were known to have personnel directors or office 
managers active in the National Office Management Association; and 
2. Companies suggested by the Assistant Dean of the Division of 
CoIDill6rce were included because each yea:r many graduates or the 
Division or Commerce gain employment with these oompanies.15 
With the two exceptions noted, the same companies were included in this 
study in order to permit a comparison of result s for two major business 
occupational fields. 
Ase. preliminary measure, the investigator discussed interviewing 
procodures with, am secured a list of key people in each eompaey from, the 
Assistant Dean of the Division or- Commerce.. This list was invaluable in 
arranging and conducting the intervie • 
15 Culver, .2E• ill•, p. 9. 
. The intervier,1s vere 'held on the datea indicated in the. f'olloWing · 
e.e1u.J4nle •. ·.· · 




1 Ponca City 
n,te at: a,sne 
. June l-2-5, . l9;G ·, 
June 9t 1950 
June 12, 1950 
ll 
eomple:te the interview schedule tdth the inves·tigator. In this case the 
pill"poee of tb.£1 purvey and the interview schedulo was explained ·to the 
personnel ~r, and a form ttas lef't uith the agreement that it would 
be £.illed otit at his convenience .a.1.ld mailed to the investigator. Sineo 
tll.is .form had not been received. by June 23:, the investigato1t traveled 
to . Tulsa tor a see om interview td th th& personnel manager. It, wan· 
toum that tlle personnel me.na~er had not completed tba form; but in a 
short t;ime, through. joint effort by the pe~s:onnol manager and the invasti-
., 
gator, the ochedule was filled out. 
'·.In eohrti1ctinu the inta:i.'Viewa~ the investigator called on the. offieial 
direetly rea:ponsibJ.a. for the selection or aoooo.ntbnts. accounting olei•It$, 
• • • i • 
and record. lree1:iro.-19. In every instance that person .held the. poaition of' 
either persori'"""lol t'lamger . or account3.ng department head. Tbr:ou.ght)ut the 
study accounting department heads am personnel managers will be desig- ·. 
,, • '• •' • ' ' • ,• I• , ' 
natad by t.1l.o title nr,~sol:lzwl ma.n.agera:U as e cmvonient method ot 
identification. 
. . . . : . . . ' . 
:c,onstructe!l· and interpretations mad& in keeping nth the purpose of iihe 
CHAPl'ER II 
StJRVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE 
The literature surveyed includes selected re.search studies in the 
fields of business education, ·applied and industrial psychology, and 
personnel management. These studies were exemined in an effort. to fioo 
material pertaining to (a) occupational information for prospective 
workers in the accounting and bookkeeping .f"ield, and (b) the duties of 
workers in the accounting and bookkeeping field . 
Researc;h §~ lf2. ! • The most important study for the purpose of 
determining the duties of bookkeepers, whether the knowledge necessary 
for performing these duties was learned in school or on the job, and the 
opinion of the bookkeeper as to where the duties should be learned-in 
school or on the job, or both-\.tas made by Elvin s. Eyster.1 
This study was limited to that group of office workers which deals 
with keeping, recording, and interpreting financial information. The 
recording clerk of the lowest order, the head accountant (executive), 
and the professional, public accountant and auditor were excluded. · 
The duties of bookkeepers were divided into eight in groupings in 
accordance with the composite judgment of 18 instructors of accounting 
and 25 practicing accountants. These eight groupings were: (1) Handling 
of business papers; (2) Financial duties; (3) Books of original. entry; 
(4) Books of secondary entry; (5) Periodic work; (6) Auditing; (7) Inter-
pretation; and (8) Cost accounting records and computations. A.n exhibit 
1 Elvin S. Eyster, "An Analysis of the Duties of Bookkeepers," 
Unpublished Master•s thesis, Indiana University, 1931. 
1.3 
of the eight groupings, with suggestive items listed under each, was sent 
to bookkeepers for complete listing. From 203 valid returns, a composite 
or final duty list or 414 bookkeeping duties was prepared. The final 
list was then givon to 989 bookkeepers. Valid returns wore secured for 
4.36, or :f.'orty-two per cen , or those bookkee ers . Each bookkeeper was 
requested to check t ose duties which he performed on his present job 
forte following information: (l) whether performed daily or occasionally, 
(2) where learned-in school or on the job, and (3) where it should be 
learned-in school, on tho job, or a c bination .of both .. 
Eyster's findings which arc of interest in this study ere: 
1. The educational analysis of the bookkeope_s reporting shows 
51. 87 per cent have traiuing in advance or high school trai ning, 
and 83. 74 per cent have training for business. College graduates 
a.re not :fx-equent]¥ found in bookkeeping positions. 
2. The range. of duties performed by an individual bookkeeper is 
froo 5 to 274, uith a median of 149. 
3. Rank one of 414 duties of bookkeepers arranged in order of 
frequency of performance,, was checked by 362 bookkeepers; and the 
10\·est rank, 219, was checked by two bookkeepers. The duty 
representing the median rank of performance was checked by 138 
bookkoepers. 
4. Analysis of how often a bookkeeper porf'orms a duty; that is, 
daily or occasionally; where tho bookkeeper learned to perform the 
duty-in school or on the job; and, where, in the bookkeepor1s 
judgment, it should be learned-in school, on the job, or by a 
combination of school and the job-is probably be3t displayed in 
connection with the frequency of performance ranking of each duty 
on the duty liat.2 
Research StudY 1!2• ~. Jane Shafer and George Seymour ,3 while 
graduate students in business education at lforthwestern University during 
2 ~ . , pp. 157, 161. 
3 Jane Shafer and George Seymour, "Vocational Information for 
Prospoctive Bookkeepers and Accountants, tt ~ Business Education World, 
February, 1946, pp. 310-312. 
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the swmner of 1944, prepared pertinent occupational informati on for 
prospective bookkeepers and accountants in answer to questions adapted 
from a Monograph by J . Anthony HUI!:\Phreys.4 The f"ollowing information of 
interest in this study was prepared: 
l . Activities range from keeping the simplest records, to the 
preparation and interpretation of complicated financial reports. 
2. Tasks and responsibilities in a large of'fice are limited to one 
or a very few of the following items: 
Keepi ng detailed records of accounts receivable, accounts payable, 
expense accounts, maintenance, and depreciation. 
Recording cash transactions. 
Making miscellaneous entries. 
Preparing f'inaneial statements. 
Recording adjusting and closing entries. 
Posting by machine. 
Using special machines for sorting and other operations. 
3. Special. abilities required, in order of importance: 
Accuracy, thoroughness, ability to organize materials, memory 
for detail, skill in routine memorizing, mathematical, dexterity 
of fingers and arm&, executive, scientific. 
4. The training necessary to develop the required skills, knowledges, 
and attitudes may be acquired in: 
High school commercial courses. 
Business school conmereial courses. 
College or university commerce courses . 
Apprenticeship in accounting f'irms. 
Night school or correspondence courses. 
5. The length 0£ training required to obtain the necessary skills, 
knowledges, and attitudes is i 
One year high school bookkeeping as a good foundation. 
Two years ' college accounting, vhich gives access to veey 
desirable jobs . 
Completion of college accounting courses and advances study 
in related subjects which prepare for C. P. A. examinations 
and for most desirable and high-salaried positions. 
4 J . Anthoey Humphreys, Occupational Monograph lf2. 1, Science 
Research Associates Publication, "How To Choose a Career," 1939, 
pp. 13-17. 
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6. The occupation m.q be evaluated in neral as a life career bys 
Advantages: 
Permanent, accepted occupation. 
Excellent chances for advance ent. 
Many chances to find educational opportunities in the field . 
Opportunities for originality. 
Disadvantages a 
Sedentary. 
Easy to get into a rut. 
Poor~ for the mediocre positions. 
Research Study !g. J . Frank s. Endicott, 5 Director of Placement, 
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, in an attempt to secure :from 
a large number of employers specific anawers to questions relating to 
the employment of college graduates in business, made a number of surveys. 
His findings in these studies which are o.r interest in this study were: 
1. Specific personal characteristics considered essential by 
employers are: 
The ability to get along with others (most frequently mentioned) •. 
Qualities of honesty and loyalty. 
Hwnan relationshiP:3, with special e~sis on those qualities 
necessary in meeting and vorking with people . 
2. High marks , special courses, and personality, in that order, 
ranked highest on a scale rating relative importance of certain factors 
relating to the employ-ability or college graduates for accounting positions 
in 70 large companies . 
J. Personality and high marks ranked highest on the same scale as 
above for bookkeeping positions. 
4. Some or the adjustments Yhich rust be made after employment am 
for which the graduate is poorly prepared are classified under these four 
main headings: 
5 Frank s. Endicott, uTbe Guidance and Counseling of Business Education 
Students,• Fif'th Annual Delta Xi Epsilon Lecture, delivered in Chicago, 
Illinois, Dec mber 27, 1946. Published by the South-Western Publishing Co. , 
March, 1947. 
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Unrealistic. attitude toward progress and what is required for advance-
ment. 
They expect too rapid adwncement. 
They fail to realize that thoy mu.st contribute to the company 
by hard work and production. 
They desire to avoid required routine taaks. 
Unwillingness to start at or near the bottom. 
L ck or understanding or desirable relationships with fellow workers 
and supervisors . 
Dii'ficulty in tting along vi.th others am working as a. 
member of a group. 
Lack of tolerance of those who did not go to college. 
Underestination oi' the value of" exporience. 
Inability to take criticism and suggestions. 
Diti'iculty in making adjustment trom college life to routine, 
detail, speed, and regular hours. 
Inability to appfy theory in practical situations. 
5. Employers have these suggestions for business educators. 
Provide more an:1 better vocational guidance, using interest, 
aptitude and other tests . 
A further development am extension of the cooperative plan. 
More emphasis on fundamentals, basic courses, am broad general 
education. 
More lectures by experienced business leaders. 
More care:fully planned programs tor each individual student in 
terms of his needs and his strong points . 
}ioro emphasis upon public speaking, letter writing and "utili-
tarian English. " 
More and closer contact between business and higher institutions. 
Summer employment. in industry for counselors and professors. 
Determine more clearly the purpose or purposes ot higher education 
in relation to business and industry. 
Better balance between technical am general courses. 
Research· §tudy; 112• J;.. In surveying eighty-eight retail merchandise 
stores in Stillwater, Oklahoma, to obtain infor tion concerning the book-
keeper and bis duties, Moorman R. Wor~ reported the following findings 
which are of interest in this study: 
l . Eighty- two per cent of the bookkeepers wre women. 
2. Managers in one-third of the retail merchandise stores kept the 
books. which were maintained within the businass. 
6 Moorman R. Work, "A Survey or Bookkeepers and Bookkeeping Systems 
in Selected Retail cha.ndise Stores in the City of Stillwater, 11 
Unpublished Master's thesis, Oklahoma. Agricultural and Mechanical College, 
1949. 
;s. Apprtrx:i.lii1atel;,y1 one-thil"'Cl of thi) fon1'1h) 'bo.okke:;l~t·a were eD1ploy~d. 
111 thoir fir.st rv.11 ... t:tllW johs as hoo!rlteor;;ers a't ·the·. aees or· 17 and 18$ 
and tlne mri....le bookkeei::er wac: employed a:t WJ:J ego of 1S. !J.'h.e re:maininz 
t~e a.11d male boold::e:G;:pGl?S we1"e old.er than 18 when they v.f8:ro employad 
in thei1" first fv.11-t:tme bookkeeping pos:i:tions. 
It• The rate of tur11owr . :was Ver>J hig1~, !or aP};:r.ro~droately ·tlree ... 
fourfll...s of the ltiales al'l(l about 011.e-haJ.f' of the £emalao have held '!:,heir 
presen:'i:i j obn as bookltor::p:3r~ f:01· less than one year. 
5. Sava:rrty per 0011t of th~ sto1"'es ;1;~equired f'orrntl bo:okkeoping 
training, and of this mtr.iber sllglil:tly over 65 per cent required the 
bookkeeper to have formal bt'>okkoopirig training above the high school 
level. 
6. A knouledge 0£ some other skill was rttquired of the bookkeeper 
1n apprtud.matoly '/5 pt'r:I' cent of the booki;:eeping jobs. 
7. Expe.rienco vmo required in .obtaining e:mployxaent as a bookkeeper 
in a.ppro:id.mately. 75 per cent of tho rl)ta.il !narchandise stores. 
Wo;rk•s reeommenda.tiona concerning bookkeepero and bookkeeping 
instruction in high schools vhich are or i.nter0st in this study were: 
l. Student~ ',Jho are preparing for small bt1siness management ahould 
ha'Vf1i fairly e::,ctensi-w bookkeeping training,. 
2. TM student who is preparing for the field of booldreeping should. 
have a knowledge .of, or training in, other £ielda-,prlncipally selling, 
.stenography, o:r of'£1ce management .. 
J.. A ifo:rk experience program for .students who a.re training tor book-
keeping jobs is advisable. 
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Research Stwb; l!Q • .2• James G. Brigha.ni7 investigated the industrial 
situation in Philadelphia to ascertain bookkeoping act1viti sand cle ical 
activities related to bookkeeping in the modern business office. The 
group studied wre represent tive or the types of i?Xlustry, kinds or 
clerical positions, age and sex of workers, and size of office staffs. 
Theda.ta received came from 154 offices, and were given by 327 pe.ople, 
who represented a population of 4,000 workers. T ese workers were 
employed in seven types or industries, and were spread over ten office 
occupations using 457 bookkeeping activities. The findings of interest 
in this study were: 
1. The median office sta.f'f ha 19 workers . ?A.anu.facturing used more 
bookkeepers, cost clerks, billing clerks, and calculator operators than 
other industries. Retailing used more ledger clerks and cashiers. 
2. _The age :range of the group was from 17 to 77 yea.rs. 
3. Tvo-thirds or the office workers were experienced, and one-third 
were inexperienced. The .axperi need workers had been in 184 former 
positions which involved bookkeeping. Managers were first, and book-
keepers were second, in length or business experience. 
4. or the entire group, 80 per cent had completed high school, 
9 per cent had finished college, 32 per cent had had one year of business 
school, am 19 per cent had had a year in some other school. 
5. Bookkeeping was first a;mong the business education subjects 
studied; typewriting, second, office practice, third; am office machines, 
tourtb. 
7 . 
James G. Brigham, "Bookkeeping Activities of the Business Office," 
National Business Education Quarj;erly, October, 1949., pp. 56-62. 
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_Oo:.1.el.usions .tl!ld reecmendations concerning bookkeeping tlrdning ~t 
_. l. !he Spe¢ialified Het.irltias of office trades -~ be "(;aught tmd~ 
_-_·rour·.eurriculurJS: 'booldteeping, stenography, cl$rical p:ract:tee,;.· ~-
office maohilwa.. · 
- --_- __ 2. In a small office, bookkeepillg records am pre~ b:r one -_ 
-- . pe~on; in a lo.rge · f>ff:tee; theJT a.re made by' a group of record.ing , 
clerks. · - · · · 
- 3~: Pupils going into recording work need a high s:cheo.t diploma. 
- · _ ~ require progralt'!S preparing fot" f amilics of r.,c:eup:J.tioris: rather,· 
-.-- _ than tor :f.ll..itiel. positioWJ. 
·_ _ 4. Proape~tive_ oftiee workers- need tra:1llL..1'g in the basic oook-
!ooeping aetivi'ties. 
i~®~ll §u.,m f_Q .. ~- The plrpose of -a study by Juliabel Strauch$ 
lfa.s to find out the -of'fi~ duties actually performed by bookkeapors.. J'rOlll 
·thirty.questionnaires rat.urned by l)ff'iee managers 1n the Pekin., .lllinoiS, 
area,. the .following Worma.t!on was seffl.U'Gd: 
l. thOSG ~kkeeping duties performed !n front 50 per cent to 6; 
per- -cent of the. otficos _were, in ~ _order o-r· frequency: (1) ReooJ!'ding 
trilnsnotion.'l in the ca.sh jou..'"n.'it; (2) Recording transactions in the 
general journal; (3) faking n. trial balaY.:tcG; (4) Po-sting entt"ieS intc 
ledWJt e.ocounts; (5) Keeping tdthholding tax rooord.:l; (6) Keeping (letaUed 
records ot· aeec~ raceivable; .(7) Preparing a profit and loss statement; 
(:8) Ifoeping dstr.dled records of expeooes; (9) Sorting .am cheeking invo-1ces; 
(10) llaeQrding .~ctions in the sales jou..""'nal; a.'ld (U) Preparing 
_ mmlthl:, statements for custoraers. 
· 2., Those duties performed in from 2; per corit to 1,.,9 par- oon:t ot the 
oftie!le i~, in order of f'req,uenc.y: - (1) Recording tranaa9tions in the· 
l"W,"ohatva journal.; (2) Preparing a balance: shecit; (3} Recording am p0ating 
_ adjusting ar-..d closing entries; (4) Clo.sing a9{to1.mts · in the· ledger; 
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rests upon 'ti.tie shoulders of' the bookkee:l:)er. Those dut,ies, perfor-med in 
.30 per eent to 47 per oe:nt of the offices are1 in order of frequency: 
(1) Keeping time records and preparing payrolls; (2) Anw.Jeri:ng the 
telephone and t~ld.ng r10ssages for the employer; (:3) Filling out. deposit 
slilJS and making deposits at the banlq U) Ordering office supplies; 
(5) Cleaning and. oilin._~ typewriters; (6) Hithd.rawing money from the 
bank; {'7) Receivir1g callsrs in tho office; (S) Changin[t typetr.r:lter 
ribbon.s; (9) Sending tolegr~:mo; aru:1 (10) Maldng appo1.ntments for the 
2l 
Besearch Styd.y; ID?• 1.• In 1941 Annie Marie Wues'~9 made an biteresting 
survey of the dutios that are performed by the bookkeiapsrs ill,the busiooss 
o.ffieos or San :Marcos, Texaa. This survey was conducted 11to form proper 
eontaets.with the local businesses t.o determine what training should be 
givep in school to fit tJ:le. bookkeeper to the actual needs in business 
offices.ff. 
. A cheek llst containing 375 duties classified under seven groupings 
of' booldceeping · duties ,ms prepared by Wuest from her pe:1!'$onal knowledge 
as a bookkeeping instructor,, from the advice given by bookkeeping and 
.acc1>unting teachers, from suggestions by bookkeepers actual.4' employed, 
and . from analyse& of bookkee1oers • duties. The seven (FOUpings or book-
lroaping dU;ties t4ere: (l) Handling of' business papers; (2) Financial 
duti~s; (3} Records or original entry; (4) Records of :final entryi 
(5) Periodic 11ork; (6) 143.iling and filing du.ties; and (7) General. clerical 
and supervisory duties. 
·• The c_heok list waa then prosentad to forty-five bookkeepers employed 
in forty-ti.to .individual establishments. Thirly-nine valid returns :were 
received. 
The i"ollow:l;ng is a summary of her findings "1hieh are of interest in 
this: -Gt'tldy; 
l.. Accordiug to positions the bookkeepers 't-m:re classified ai:i' 
ragv.l.ar bo-okkeepera, cashier ... bookkeepers, secretary-bookkeepers, 
ohie:t clerks, accounts receivable clerks, and bookkeepers per-
forming s;,eoial bookkeeping duties., ot the thirty-nine book-
... keepers reported in the survey, twenty-five were males, repre-
sentin,z 64 per -cent of. the total number, and fourteen wre 
· female,,, represEmting 36 per cent 0£ the total num~r .. 
2 .. The analysis of' the bookkeepers• education shows that 22 
per eent of all the bookkeape):'"s a.re high school. graduates, 17 
9 Annie Marie Wuest, 1'An Analysis of: the Duties of Bookkeepers, u 
Unpublished Master's thesis, Southwest Texas State Teacher.13 College, 
1941. . 
per cent did. :not complete ·the high school training, and 6l P8l' 
cent had college training. 0£ the bookkeepers 53- per ce1:rt had 
business education in busiOO$S colleges • A lare,,a pareentago of 
l!SJ1 (101lj1r;o ·t:c·<1i...,,.i12r;· ulr~cl hc~d e:cbe1:t;Si\re bU{iirr1.es.e 
3. Tho a.go ~n,ge ia fron1 19 to 66 for the males and from 23 to 50 
for the females. Tn.e average age for the wrYm.en is 35, and tor tha 
EK~'l:1, 36,, 
4. A frequency of performance ranking of the 375 bool&.eepars' 
dutloz lzy· th:trty-nins b.ooJ,;:keep(:,r~ .show3 n 1"1.:n::i:g0 f':i·Oiil thirty-five 
tr. ,... ·rn,.,,r,4 n_,y ... ,,() d•,,?·:w l"'f:'" P,j ,-ss,,-'( ""'''"'"1·,. ./1..,.f'. :<Y;V'l -nc.i·>f,v,•'"·"'.: YV} ,.,, •. f:,,.,. o"" ~.,. .,,,.1,..._ - ...,_ -~Li.;,;;"'Q ~"'"-"" _ "~ ·v.- .J.~.-.... 1-.- ..1 4,i;-.._,,,~ • ....:= ...,._,__,,, u .... :~"..J ¥"'.,_""" · .v~_., . .._.,,,..,;_,. 'lo...\,t,,..1.·V-,.Y .L 
?.2 
lot,1·0st rru:i!r:. oi· the :2':b's't~ one hu...'1dred duties of frequency, 
a!);?rD!:ime::r'tta:ly · 70 fJOr cent. rwa booicln-10;;,:l.11{! dut.ic11;, 1-thilc the others 
y:ie::'.':?orr,i0d a:i3;hei• 1)y the br>okk,:Jf;ip0r, sac:e:•ote.1"y, or general 
5. An a11.alysis of the variot;_s book.keeping duties reveals th,e fact 
th.at the duties in regard to handling of business 
financial duties are tho predominant kinds performed. 
6. fhe majority of the dutios we1"C indicated as having beot'l learned 
on the job. 
7. 
1. ,,, ... , ....... " 1;:iookkeepin.G k11:JJ,vll':Jdges a2e uide~v di~tributed 
b11J1i:t1es9es ~ 
10 Ibid., pp. 68-70. 
11 Etta s. Sker>..e, uoceupation.9.1 Analysis As a Ba.sis of Bookkeeping 
Curric:nla of Public S9cond:1ry Schools, n Doctor's cUs:.sert::lticm, rreu York 
Univ0"rsit;y-, 19.3.t,, s.3 s,bs'hractad by Ben.jarrdn R. Haynes and Clyde W. Humphrey, 
Reneo.rcb. Anr:,lied ,:t.Q Busiri.ess. Educa.t,ion, pp. 140-J,4.1. 
2. Geneiral ago treudr.'l in t,he 1930 Unitad State$ Cen~twJ for clerical 
occupatio11c,1 sxid t1·E;1r,rls in thls study tra:rn:l t.o agroa. · 
:;. Ot 537· t:tc't,ivit1ei', u.nc101:-takcn by thm,;o lntE,1-vieuoc1., ect:1:.Yities 
not wa:r.Ti:x1t, ftn'."uts.l school ing'traction.. O:t' a ti:rt.al or 84. activities 
1111.dartaken prin1arily by bookkeepers, 30 d,o not we:rra.nt for1na..l school 
inst,~uction. Of' the '(;Otc:,l. miri1ber of acti v.i. t:le:3 of bon:!:~keey,ers, 159 
items IJhtmlcl he taught ·t,r;, all. 
·1_.. G--c11m•al olc:rl:~1 anc1 L:xl,:}?.1' clerks should bo tari.gh.t ht"iW to t1pe:rate 
calculating addinlJ r,.1t.1ch:ln.ca. 
tJfrtisJ':D.cto~r for 
for 1101:r...rooa-
the Pittsbu.i·gh area. This study was made for 'the pu:rpose of in1proving 
the high school curriculum so that the proper clerical fa."'tdnirl!J could be 
provided. The st1rvey covered a total of 464 record keepers, t.:Jhich 
included-in addition to 371 bookkeepers-billing clerks, cashiers, 
inventory clerks, and payroll clerks .. Tha resu1ts of the study were 
colleeted into tables showing the f'reqne11cy of duties performed by 
workers in bookke13ping and. other rcaord-ke@pi11g occ.upatio:ns .. 
The c11rr,~nt bookkeeping practices in relation tu '.bhe high school 
commercial bookkeeping course we:ra studied by Dewey Rowlam14 in 192.S., · 
12 Ibid ... P. 1J.1. ,~··,,r, i'" 
l.3 C omrnerc5..al E(\Ucatio11 Stu ..d::v C: ommJ. tt-se of the Pit.ts burgh Public 
Schools, usurvey of' Office Duties and Enrployer R.eeotiunmldatio:ns for 
Imvroved High School Tr:iining, n .Th~ Journ_p,1 ot pus~ ~1ucili.l\l}l~ 
1·1.ey, 194S\ p. 2~ and ~Tru1uarJ', 1949, p. 26. 
14 Dowe;,r Li.pwL'l.:rA'.l, "Current Bookke-:3ping Prac·tice in Relation. t,o i:;ho 
Rirth ,School Cormw:rrc:tal Bookkce:pil"l.,g Cou1."ss,H Mo.srtor' j thos:ts, 1J:i.'.'dve,1"'slty 
of Southern Cal:tfori1.1.a, as abstracted b:r Brmjn. .. '!llin It. Ifaynss a.nil 
.,Jessie Gre.hrtm, g_e~1!Si1 1-:1 ~11.'ti?l1 ~qca~, 3;,p. 11+5-1~;,6~ 
1. .More· wmen ~.,, men are employed .. tor· bo.okkeoping .. d· cl.erical 
.work. 
2. Tuo typae of' bo.oli'J.."eaping CO".J.r3as should be• given: .one tt> meet 
thG needs of' thoso who in.tend to tako additioml courMs in prepa:ra. . 
t.1on tor a.ceount.ing work, and the other, a short general. elamentary 
.·eour;ro giving tJOO pcl;nciples of debit and emit, etc.;, for genEiral 
. o-ttice clerks.. · ' 
A. study e&neermng fteau.tivas•··oook!ce.aph,g duties .uas·macte. b,.r 
Ontijo Ricoo~ iieasa1s.1S H~ i•mml that; 
. . . 
l*' A geno:ral knowledge ot bookkecpina in emtentuil. t~· exec\$i~s 
ardl inati:'uction should be . provid,ed for this need. . . ·. . . 
. 2.. . !~1terprGt.~tion or ad'l!liD'.iatrative bookkoeping :rorms the major 
part or tho execmt!ve •s work in bookkeeping. 
3. · A knowledge of these routino tasks, which take a major part · 
. · of·. the time usod in. inott'Uetion or bQoldteeping, is :not essential: 
to .. the exeeutivq and. thoref~e the t!ma nt instr'J.et:ton can be 
·reduood.· 
In 1933 Benjamin. r.. Shapuo16 studied. tho dutios of bookkeepers . 
emplo;yed in businOss e1:1tabllshmenta. of Pbilade1phia.. In his stuc:17 Shapiro 
at:tempted to ·discover wbeth81' · the tras.ntng 1n bookkeeptng ·sat:1.sf!ed the 
rG~ements · of' ·business .. 1n Philadelpb1a. 
15 Ontijo Richard Wesaels.:, ttA Job Am!rsis of' Beokkse~ Du~ies of 
Executives, tlnpublished Mas~•s thesis, University. of Im~. ·1932, as 
qt1oted bJ' Wuest,. .5m .. cit.i pp,i: 1&17.. · · · _ . · . 
l6 ' . ,, . . . 
·. Ben,j.:andn I. Sµap!ro,. '.1! Study of t..he Duties Performod. by' Bookkeepers 
Emplc~;red in Bus:tness E$tablishm.ents of· Philadelphia;' Unpu.blishod Ma:star1 s 
. thesis, Temple ~v.ers:tfit, :1933, ·as quot.ad by W'ueot, .ml• t'~t~, p.,_ 17;., 
HJ 
Chanter I!I summarizes data crathered by the investl.g$,tor in inter-
da.ta vertain. t.o the statua :,,nd emlbloyme:nt reqa'trenents of .accomrtiv:-1.ts, 
In a majority of.' 
inJ clerks, and reeord keepers. or the .39 aecountants enrployed by thfo 
company, all a.re r:,en; o:r the accountin;i: clerks, 177 are rr.tH1 eJ1d n:re 
the record koepers, 
G30GRAVH!CA1 DI8THI13UTI0H OF 1708 ACCOUl'.lrJ~~G, AOOOUl~ING 
Ot'BnR:S, Ju-W ffilCORD ltL:F:l1l11RS 11NP.tOYF.J) 3Y l!i, OIL, OOMP-Al'iUlS 
Number of ----~Q,f~QlM..q,~-~~~,--
Looation Oil Companies Aeco1u1tants Accounting Clerks Record Keepers Total 
Su.rveyed iieT., Women Men Women Men Women 
Ponca City l 39 177 2S 170 45 4,56 
lfo.rtl e sVille 2 84 s 124 25 10? :30 37S 
IJ:'o1lsa n 122 ...i ~ ...22. m 110 ..s'lZ 
fotal 14 .)20 10 649 126 418 185 1708 
This table should be read ·as follows: One company- loct,,tod. in Ponca City 
employs a total of :t,i.56 aeoo".t,,"itants. aeco01.nting clerl:s. @-.nd !"eCi'.lrd k:eepe:r.s. 
O.f the 39 &ccountants employed l:r;J th:i!'l com:)allY • all e.1"e man; of the account-
ing clerks, 177 are me:n awl 2.5 t'.!.re t-rot1e11; of the record keepers, l 70 are men 
and 4S D..l"e women. 
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Minimum A1~e at Which ~mployees 1/Jill Be Employed 
Accountant1. Only 2 of the 14 companies employ new a.ccountants. Of 
these 2 companies, 1 has a minimum age requirement of 25 years f'or either 
men or women, while the other company will employ any person who has the 
necessary abilities, regardless of age. It will be shown in Table VII 
that the remaining companies fill vacancies for accountants by promoting 
or shifting present. employees. 
Accounting Clerks. Five of the 14 personnel managers reported that 
their companies do not employ beginning accounting elerl';s; therefore, 
they do not have a minimum age requirement for new account:rn; clerics. 
Seven personnel managers said that their companies employed new account-
ing clerk;:' when vacanei':"9 could not be filled by present employees, Qind 
.. 
the remaining 2, that only new employees are employed to fill accounting 
clerk vacancies. There was considerable variation among the companies 
as to the minimum age required of new men accounting clerks. Of the 9 
personnel ma~agers representing companies that employ new accounting 
clerks, only l said that his company employs accounting clerks who are 
19 years old. Three specified that accounting clerks must be at least 
20 years old; 1, 23 years old; 1, 25 years old; and 2, no minimum age 
requirements. The average minimum age required fo~ beginning men 
accounting clerks is 21.14 years. 
Of the 9 eompanies that, will employ beginning accounting clerks, 
only 5 will employ women in this position. One company has no minimum 
age requirement for women, while ea.ch cf the other 4 companies have a 
different minimum age requirement for women. The minimum ages specified 
are 19, 20, 21, and 25. The average minimum age requi.red for neiv women 
fiecord l~ci;:imrg. All of' the companies employ men fil.S new re.cord 
keepers, azu.l 12 of' tho 14 compu.nies employ worn.en as new record keepers .. 
Seven per-soruicl ruana,z0rs eaid that the minimum age recplirement tor 
new men record keepers in their compe,nies is 1$ ;rea.r13. 'fbree }Jel"sonnel 
managers stated thnt they do not have a required minimum_at{e for begin-
ning. men :record kee-pers, a..nd the re1mJ.inin.rt 4 c:om-ga.nias have miAimum age 
requirements ot 19, 20,- 21, and 24 years tor their beginning men recol"d 
keepers. The avera,..,:e minimum age specified !'or new men record. keepers 
is 19.06. 
Of the 12 companies that employ new women record keepers, 1 re(Jt:tires 
~ minimum age -or l 7J 5 require a minimum age of 18; 1 re{luires s. m:lnimum 
a1ze ot l 9; 1 requi:re:':l a minimum age or 20; 2 x-eq_11ire a m1nimUfll ar;e of 21; 
and the remaining 2 do not have ~ minimum age requirement. The ave:ra;:i;e 
mini.mum a.~e f 01.. be0in."Unr; 1,omen record keepers io 16 .. SJ yea:ro .. 
t3uni1Uprp-.. these dat.r~ S"eert: to indiee.te that, ~s far as a\1-e is con,.,, 
eerne.d, positian.:o .8.$ record keepers with oil companies are a11ailable to 
high school gn.tduate::i while the aceountini clerk positions are available 
to ~rsons with some traininrr, nbove: tbe high sch"ol level. 
Data on minimur;. age req1.tirements are listed 1.n detail in i'able II. 
iktit@l §:t,1:tv.s Prefetred 
(l&Q:2J!Dt;g:t~- Ot' the 2 compa.niee that e!ilploy new accountants, l 
requireG that new men accountants be married an.1 that new women account-
ant.s be single. The personnel manager tor the other eompa~ stated that 
the marital status for beginning accountants-both men and women--eould 
be either married or single .. 
lfig:gountJ;np Cler~!· In the 9 eompa.nies that employ new· acooimtiu~ 
MlliiIMUM :FHJPLOYlifil11i:£' 
A\tD :EG1COll1J l'F,'rn""'°~'';;"' 
TA'.BLE lI 
OF ACCOUNTAf.lTS • AC:iCOm;JTUl'G CLERKS, 
RUPORTED :BY P::lRSONi'JI~L M.1~10'.AG.~RS OF 14 
0 IL COMPJ.1'4'IES 
:=========-··,-=--::~=-=·============== 
Minimum Employment .i,4.ge S:9ecified For: 
.,_, __ ~an. -- .... -···-·'"-·· --·~-._,,. ___ t..,·l9""'m..,,.e.n ...... --------
-~- Ap,e .11..i~a) Average _ ~· Age {Years) Average 
18 19 20 21 22 23 24· 2.5 Ifone ... ,age 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 2S None - Ag& --------·------------...........,.._~ . -- . . ' . - . 
Aeeou.ntants 
Accounting Clerks 











1 l l 







=============·::::::·==~~~ .............. ~:----~ -~ 
This table should be read ~),1 :follows: Two ot the fourteen. eomprmies 1;rill not employ male a.ceowitants; 
one company requires a minimu.m age of 2$, ~md the other does not spee:i:f'y a mini:mwn · age. aver~e 




clerks, 2 personnel 111e,,nacr~:rs :reported that r10Yi set1 aocountitlG clerks Lr,. 
their companies, rnust be t'ial"ried; tind the remainins 7 personnel i,mna0Ti-=l.'t'S 
reported; that their eornpc.nies t4'lVe no pre.t·e:reri:c:e as to .m~rital sta.tua. 
'Women who are olngle; and the t·emainin~1 3 eompa:nieJ. hove nel preference 
as to msrite.1 si:,atu.:J .• 
n.ecori.l, Ke~m:r;s. {1ne personnel menir~:ger said t.ht1t. h13 eo«rpu1w requires 
keeper; nnd the rem1&d.nh1.t; 11 companies e:ir:press no preference as to marl't;s.l 
ste:tus.. ?e1•sont'.1€;l man&;1;ers of t,ho 1:: oompaniesi that emplo~, i:roti.en.. ~s nei:J 
record i;eepers reported thri:'t thei:i.~ companies have no preference c:~oncerrdn:;; 
marital status .. 
Sununar;v-. Several pe1-,so.nnal !:liana,:;;ers renorted thnt they a·ttempt to 
fH:,ploy sinI;ls men in the lower.,..pay J>osit:l.ons, ainee t,hey believed Utat a 
marrit,d nan could not adequately support, ti :family on the ,salarie.s for 
these posit.ions.. With the,se exceptions., it may bs c:onclt:t1:lod from these 
data. that, tn, :~ majority- oi"' i,fae oil eompat)ies, tba marital s"t,a't.us of 
beginuin;f acoountants, aceou.r1t,h1;;; clerks, and record kaepera--Jooth men. 
and wor:ren-.... is not si1:511ificas.1t to those saek1n,~ employment. ;Oats. on 
marit,al s:'t,atus requi:r:erne.nt,s are listed in Table III. 
?Jin!mu;;1 B!lucat~ion ?:2guir;gment,s 
Personnel r:iaJlB{;;fiil'<8 of the 1/. o:il companies ·,1er,:=: askoi'l t9 :lrc:1dieut.e 
Tet1uirements are shoi;n1 i.a Ta.bla IV • 











Mfa!,rital Sta.tus Preferred For; 
Hen ~fgmen 
~· --- S M !~* 
l 1 l l 
2 7 2 3 
l 2 ll 12 
This table $b.cru.ll't 't)e rea0, r2ts fo11rJws; In tmz; two corJ:p;;.,nids that eniplo;f new 
acoounta:nts, one per~onnel T:lall(~~(;CT reported thrrt. married men are. preferred 
ae ac.cou:i:ct8';nts; i?Jld. the other re::;.10rt~d th.&t the marital stat:us of men 
aecountant.lJ could. be ei thei• marrlecl or single. 
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!!'.'ABLE XV 
MXNtfflJM 1JlDUO.Af?lOllf R'!}}QUI1n1!i113MTS S1?lil1JIFl1ID FOR EMPLOYMEff 





--- .. i ~~~~-
~ ..- HP01t;t2M}. tne.t Specified 
Xigh School :B!ldness Junior 1312.siness Oo.llege 
G.rad:tta.te College College Graduate or Ju.uior 
Graduate GradJliate College Graduate 
-College 
Crnduate 




















,~,i" r--~- ir:-, 
* .A'bb:r~iat:tons: M-1::len; 'ii-Women 
This table. llho\lld. be read as follo~ts: 'l'wo 1'lersonnel m~~rs reperted eollega grao.1U).tion l'eq'J.ired of 
men and. Yom:en fer employment aa aceoW1tants. One personnel manager report,d. high school gradtU!l.tion 
re(illired of mon and women for employment a.s aocounting cleit"ks; on.e £)aX'so1:miel m@ai.ger reported. Junior 
eolle.ge graduation req,.1ired of men and woman, for employment as a!!loo'11l1t:ing "lerks. Four riers.onnel 
menager11 reported either buli,liness college or ~io~ colle~e gradu.a.,tion ot men and three of women :tor 
employment as mceounting clerks. ;i!hree personnel ~rs reported college. gX'adu.ation required of men 




require college gre.dua.tion for both men and women. 
Jl.ccountinr:t Q.lerks. Of the 9 co,ffpanies that employ new accounting 
clerks, 1, specify either business college or junior college gradue,tion 
for their new men accountinL'. clerks. Three companies have a requirement 
that new men accounting clerks be college graduates. One company requires 
junior college f;re,due.tion; and the remainii:ig company requires high school 
graduation for beginning men accounting clerks. 
With regard to new accounting clerks, 3 of the 5 companies that 
employ women to fill these positions require either junior college or 
business colleg,a graduation; 1 company requires junior college gradua-
tion; and the other company requires high school gradus.tion. 
Record Keepers. Eleven companies require their beginning men record 
keepers to be high school graduates, and 3 companies employ only men 
record keepers who are college gradm:i.tes. Nine of the 12 companies that 
employ women as beginning record ke~pers require that they be at least 
high school graduates. 'l'he 3 remaining companies require college gradua-
tion for employment as new record keepers. Three of the personnel managers 
renorted that their compnn:tes require college graduation to f'ill positions 
of' accoun:tim; clerks and record keepers in order to provide e reservoir 
from which future executives of their companies will come. 
Summgi,r_y. r.fhile these data indicate that, in general, high school 
graduates may be employed as bGginning record keepers, and junior college 
or business college graduates may be employed as beginning accounting 
clerks; a majority of the personae 1 managers indicated that their comptrnies 
are able to fill vacancies in all 3 classifications with college gradu-
ates under present labor-market conditions. 
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Of this 
keepers. 'I'he year 1949 v,ets considered a normal business year about 
'i'able V' shor;ts in detail the :::;eoc,;rnphical ,:1:i.str:ibut,io11 o:f" new ~ccount-
In the 2 companies at Bartlesville, EHl approrlma.te i:.!!:ltal of nmv 
accountants, account!n,:; clerks, a.nd record ke~pers are em?Jloyed eo.ch 
year. Of this total, 10 a:re accountants, 59 a:re accoantinfJ clerks, a.nd 
t.,he remaining 15 are record keepers. T'he 11 companies surveyed a,t 'l'ulsa 
employ e. total of 119 new accountants, accounting clerk,s, ~Jld record 
employs nsw a.ceountant,m reported th.at !I.bout l new accountant 





~OGR.Al'HIOAL DlS.TRIBTJ'1ION OW Al'l?RO!IMI~ N'OM'BER OF IEW 
AOOOmi'TA!iTS, ACCOUr~UiG CL'WRKS,. .Alm RECORD KIDEPM1RS 




Approximate U\lsi'.!'he'.r liet1l;~r Employed 
During a Normal i1.ts:ln®1.N fear 
.Aoeou.nting Record 
Aecou.ntant s Clerks lteepers ·!ffo 'tal 
l 43 4) 
2 1-0 .59 l.5 S4 
n -1.. l1 _Ji .!!.2. 
14 ll 92 14) 246 
!]b,is table sho11ld be read as follot1s; Du.ring a normal bu.siness year. one 




The personnel managers. for t,hesa <H>mpm1ii}a stated that approximately 
3J new accounting elerka, are employed each year. Record keepers are 
employed by ell companies in Tulsa. Approximately 85 new :record keeP9rs 
ere employed by the.se companies yearly. 
Summtri'• These data indicate that positions for aeeountE.rnts, 
accounting clerks, and record keepers a.re available during a normr:1 year •. 
The ttll"nover is not hie;h except in the record-keeping positions. The 
pt'!rsm1nel mane.gars of ~everal of the cottrpa.nies stated that t.heir companies 
dGei:re to employ women in these positions because the ohanee for advance-
ment is rcmott~, the dutiog t.o be ;perf'ormd are routine, and most ,tl:" the 
women el':lployed nrJe these jobs with the oil companies a.s stopgaps between 
high school an.ti marria;:;e. 
Ex~cte,g Ttend in· Uewl;2: l!1!':l.ploveti 4c~oµ.nt~n~fi!, #i,cgo11.nt,it1f0: 
Olerk.;, ang Record Keeperi Dnrin,~ ~ ~ 5. Years 
Personnel me.1.na.gers wore asked t,o indicc.te whethi;ir, in M1eir opinions, 
the number of aecountan-t:,s, accounting clerks, and record keepera to be 
newl;r employed by their companies would change for any reaiJon during the 
r1;ext. 5 years. The datr .. yielded b;r this <'ftlegtio:n ar·e sur,;rru.u·ized in 
Table VI. 
oc,, !18'\N B.ecounte.nt1:: to be employed 
EXPECTED fmJ~l) IN HEWLY :Ol,n?LOYED ACCOU~~.rUl1TS, 1iCCOUN:l!lliG 
CUllu{S, A:~m ~COBD KEf!l:P:filRS :OUlUNG T.HB ?l!l~Xff 5 YEARS AS BEPO!:t:lllD: :BY 























This table shou.ld he read as f'ollows: The only 2 CO!!i11anies that employ new 
accountants expect no change in the number of' new accountants to be employed 
by those companies durinl!l: the next 5 years. 
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expected .. 
Record :,reeperg. Of the personnel managers representing the 14 
compe.nies that emplof new record keepers, 11 reported the.t no change is 
expeeted in the number ,.)f newl.:, employed record k.ee!)i&ra in the next 5 
.rears; l, tbat an increase is expected; and the other 2, that e, decl'ease 
is e'.ll':pe:cted. 
,2!.W}mi111:t"f.. The !)e:fSO!L1tel managers that expect an increase in the 
numb@r or ne11 accounting clerks and record keepers employed bf their 
eompanies during the next 5 years indi.cated that their companies are 
planninf expan$ion r,ro2ra~a and that an increasod load of work will be 
placed on their accounting departments, !lecess:ttetinr! t.he e.mployment of 
a nu:nber of new o.ceotmtin1 cle1~kE1 and record keepers. 
The reason. given by the pers{)rll'lel rue,na;;ers repreaentinz companies 
that $IDploy ecceunting clerks anrl record keepers for a decrease during 
the next 5 years is that their companies are stabilizing their ,.,perationa; 
therefore, vacancies i.n the position$ of a.cco,urtinrg olsrk and record 
keeper are not filled by employing replacements, but the duties are 
distributed amonr the remaining aecounting department personnel. 
!i2Y£ ~g~~nc\es .It! fi!le4 
In order to d~termine how the oil comprmies fill their vacancfos, 
pe,rso!u1el managers were asked whether vacancies in the positions of 
aceountaot, accounti.ne; clerk, and record keeper are .filled in the.ir 
00;11pam.Gs by obtaining new employees, by promot:ing or shif'till[f preaent 
employees, or by both or these methods. 
~e5:o,m.tcntg.. Each of' the lt,. compenies fill$ vacancies for account-· 
ants by promoting or shif.'tin,z their present employees; a."ld onl.J" 2 
companies, as a second ehoice,, omr,loy new aec!ountants if none or their 
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present employees are qualified for the va.eancy .. 
Accoufttin@' Clerks. Two of the 14 compunie.s employ only new accounting 
elerks, and the ,;>ther 12 companies promote or shift present employees in. 
order to fill vacancies for the posit.ion. of account.in,":; clerk.. Of these 12 
comnanies, 7 employ new a.ccou.ntir1g clerks i:::i fill in; accou.nting clerk 
vacancies that ae.mwt be filled through the p:r.ef ~rred method!. of pro:not.ing 
employees--iri filllne; these v&.oaneies .. 
record keepe:rs are filled by these eompa:--1ies are giveri in '.!'able VII. 
lr-omotional ?OfHi}ibili tiE?§ 
Promotional possibilities were determined by obtainin<E data con-
cerning off'iee positio.11s from which new a.ccou.ntnnta, aceou."lting clerks, 
and record keeper$ Gt:re promoted. In these positilo!ls, ee .. eh. company is 
state 
clerks; 2,. by promot,ing clerks (:r~ter:rredii:0te); 2, by promoting ~enior 
TABLiil VII 
METHODS BY W!UCJI 14 OIL COMPANIES FILL 





Method qf Filling Vacs.ncit& 
Promoting or Shifting Obtaining New 









fhis table should be read as follows: When filling vacancies for aeco®tants. 
all 14 companies give first preference to present employees; only 2 
companies, as a second preference, hire new employees to fill vacancies for 
accountants. 
OFJ'IC:lll I01{S FHOlVi ViHIOH COf:l?l!.Nl' :'3})1,:,LO~r~s 
ARJ~ '.Pl1.0MO'l::t1J TO POSITlOl\l' O.ll' ACCC.fiJNT.t\'NT 1{,8 roiiPOHi'lW BY 
P~RS0l\1"Nl1lL NANAC'rlJJRS OF 14 COMPANI:is 
-::::-::·:;. =· =· ;:;:' =====================:::::::::::::·:::· =-=-=··=·=- ·~~ 
Accm111til1f~ Clerk 
Gl0z,k 











This table should bs reacl as follows: i:Phe personnel managers of .six 
companies :reported the.t aecou:ntants in their companies are :promoted from 
fil.CCOUllt i.tlg Clerks. 
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clerks; 1, by promoting intermedia..te clerks; ar1J l, by promcYtincr distrib-
ution clerks. 
Accom1tinp; Clet;k§. It was shown in Tablt:~ VII that 12 the 14 
companies :,romote present employees to fill vacancies in the position of 
accounting clerk. Personnel :i!anagers of these 12 cor.rpanies stated 'that 
in Table Il. 
reported that pre31:E1t employees '1re promoted to the position 91' ~cord 
managers; junior clerk, mentioned bJr 2; and apprentice clerk, machine 
per-sonnel i.'ilanager. 'rhase data are s11m11arlzed in Table X .. 
In order to learn of the promotional possibilit.ies for ac'c!ountants, 
f.AlUJtl IX 
OFFICE POSI?IONS l!1.1101:il WHICH COMl?Ah'Y &vlPL~S 
ARB: PROMOTED TO P0SI1l.1I01J OF .ACCOUNTI?m CLEmt: AS RVOllfED 






.. Ju.nior Acooimtan.t 
!'raining Program 







• la.ch comp~ is counted se.par-atel.7 £or each office position mentioned by 
the eom:,o:.my1 s personnel maua,ger. 
!his table should be 1"ead e.s follows: The :personnel managers of five 
companies reported that accounting clerks 1.n their companies are promoted 
from Junior elerlts. 
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OF1J'!CE POSI'J:I01~S 11ROI~ ;;1.2:lCH OOi•il?ANY EMPLOYEES 
ARE PROMOTED TO POSU'I01i 01!' 1-ztilCORD KEEPER AS RlilPOBTED :at 
















* Jaeh company is counted separately for each offiee position mentioned by 
the C0111}?~V' s persom.'l.el manager. 
This table should be read as f'ollows: The personnel managers of three 
e(utr-piuliee reported that record. keepers in their companies are promoted 









Ji.1J.di ting Sta.ff 
Oashier 



















• .Each company is ccn1nted $&parately for each !Josition mentioned. b;y the 
company• s personnel .manager. 
This table should be read ~.l'l follows: The :personnel managers of three oil 





Assistant Unit Read 




District Control Clerk 
















* Each company is counted septll'ately for ea.ch position mentioned b7 the 
company's personnel manager. 
This table should be read as follows: Personnel managers of' eight oil 
companies reported that accounting clerks in their companies m~ be 
















• Eaeh company is counted separately for e.!ich pcgition mentioned by the 
company's personnel manager. 
This table shou.ld be read as follows: Personnel managers of eight oil 
comp2.nies re:ported thG1t. reeo:rd kee-pers in. their eomp~.nies may be promoted. 
to accou.nting clerks. 
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se.nior accountant, rrtaff' eccoi;mtant, 11,triff position, unit supervisor--
each mentioned by 2 personnel :nanagers; end auditin,~J st~.f'f, cashier, 
district superv1$or (customer), di~11sion head, generml accountant, group 
leader, and J:>rocedures specialist--eaeh mentioned by 1 :tiersonnel manager .. 
J\2e<>untin!! !.H .. erk§. The personnel ma.n.!,gers representing the 14, oil 
compl1nies reported that accou.nting clerks may be promoted to thB i:\)llo1!1-
ini2; positioM: Accou..ntant--msntioned by 8 perscmnel r:1a.1w.gere; senior 
clerk-mentioned by 2 riersonnel ma.nag;ere; a.nd assistant unit. head, 
accountant (tax), budget staff, ch:lef clerk, clerk head, district control 
clerk, di.strict u:tH:i-ty cl.En·k, i:ltf,rmedi~te e.eeounta11t, ,senior eoeountant, 
and stoff positio11-o:1cb. me!itio.ned by 1 personnel man.ager .. 
Becorg K€!,€/1'.'ler~. Perao.n.nel mt.u19,gers ot' g of the eompa.nies reported 
the,t record ke~,ers in the:tr comp~nies may be promoted to accourrting 
clerks; 3, that they may be pl'omoted to in.termediat,) clerks; 2, tha't, 
they ma.y be -promoted to olerks; l, th~t they m~y be promoted to junior 
aoeounte,nte; 1, th.at they ma}r be promoted to junior clerks; ,9.nd 1, tha.t 
they may be promoted to senior clerks .. 
§umme.ry. The personnel m1u'la.!sers reported a variety of job titles 
:for offiee positions from which a.ecounta:ats, accounting clerks, an.d 
recoi·d keepers are promoted and for positions to which accountants, 
accormtin2 clerks, and. reoord keeners may be promoted. The variety of 
job title~ shows the di.fi'erent polici.E,s followed in different com:panies 
for the ea.me position.. Certa1.n of' these J titles are mislee-ding 
because t.he duties performed bY, an. employee with a certain title in l 
company- mo.y not be t,he S/Jlme ®-S, or even on the same level as, the duties 
per.formed b:r an oaployee w:t th the aarrie title in i:, diff'r:rre.nt col'lpi:m,,v. 
Accountants stre promoted from positions at the accou.'lting clerk 
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level, or--in th,,, case of 2 only-by employin.<?; new accountants. 
Accountants ,2:ro pror,1oted to high 1Ervel pos:Ltions in the compam.es. 
'l'he position of account.i.n'?,' clerk is fHled by promoting from the 
record-keeping level or--in 9 c1..1mnanies--by emplo;7ing new accounting 
clerks. These de,ti:: indicate thc;.t record lfoe,::iers are emplo;red fro:u out-
side the comDeny or 1'.)ro!.'loted from lesser of.flee positions. 
It is ~Dtierent from this summary that a ladder of oositions exists 
for Drospective accountants, accounting clerk, and record-keener employees 
of oil compm1ies t!) climb. This ladder starts with the record-keeping 
positions; proceeds to the account.ing clerk positions; moves to the 
positions at, -the accountarrt level; and fim:lly, for some ')rospecr,ive 
employees, extends up to executive -positions in these oil com.rxs.nies. 
~§. Used in k~& Prosnective ~rrmlo~[ees 
~f'able XIV presr,nts the media used by the 14. oil co.r.1panies in locnt,-
ing prospective accountants, accounting clerks, e.nd record keepars. 
During the interviews, 6 mee.ns of obt~dning prospective accom,.t:;;,nts, 
accounting clerks, and record keepers were listed by t.he interviewer. 
Persormel monagers inere asked to indicate the media they used most 
frequently- and the second most frequently in locatine; new accountants, 
accounting clerks, and record keepers. 
All of the 11, companies mainta:i.n company employment department. 
Eleven of' the personnel managers reported that the company employment 
department is the first medium used in locating orospect.ive accountants, 
accounting clerks, and record keepers; and the remaining 3, that private 
employment agencies are the first medium used in locating prospective 
accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers. 
Regarding the second most frequently used media, 1 personnel manager 
MEDIA USED IN LOOA!ING PROSPEC!lVE ACCOUNTANTS 
AOOQ'Ul~ING CLERKS. MID romor:ro ~ER$ AS IN.DIO.A!.l:JD .BY 
Pi1RS0~1l'El:a I,JAWit{£li.RS OF 14 cot,W.iil'\J'l~S 
Media First Medium Second Medium 
Company Employment Department 
:Private 1.aployment Agencies 









fhis table should be read as follows; Bleven personnel managers r$po:rtad 
that the first mediil.m used to locate prospective accounts, a.eeoiinting · 
clerk111, and reeord keep-e:rs in their compa.D¥ employment department. One 
personnel manager indicated tha.t the com-pany employment department itl the 
second medium us.ed by his company for loeating prospective etnpl()J'eea. 
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stated thts.t prosoecti ve employees are obtained through the oompaiw 
employment department; ), that they are obtained. through :private age.neies; 
2,, that. they are obtained tl".J.'ough the United States emplt.>yment agencies; 
2, that they are obtained through newspaper adve:rt:tsarne.nts; and the 
remaining 6, that they- al."e obt.e.inied tnroueh college and/or high school 
employment bure,n1e. 
None .of the pers.oruiel ma.na~era reperted thato their oom:nanies. :u.,e 
personsl friends., aequai.:ntanees, o~ relatives as either .first or second 
media in loO!tti:ng prospective a.ecoun.te.nts1 aecou.ntin:r clerks,. o.nd record 
~eperij,. 
~UIDIDAU• These findint:{s indicate that graduatinrr students of 
colleges and h.:tgb schools who desire employment with oil eomJ1,Qniea as 
e.ecountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers should ~\pply direct t.o 
the employment department or the · oil company. The college and/ or: bigh 
school employment bureau ma,.y be of help in securing a position with an 
oil compan.,. 
N1tu£! 2t, Emp\Qtm§nt I!@\§ 
Eight personnel managers. reµorted that employment tests are admL'lia-
tered to applicants for positions as accounting clerks and recorrl keepers; 
and the other 6 personnel mana.gers r~rported that no formal employment 
tests ere given. The 2 personnel m19.r.i.agers r~prese.nting companies that 
empl.o;y mm acec,,untants reported th~t no i'orfl;al ~mployme.nt tests are given 
to applicants for the position of a.eoountant.. !able n summarizes these 
dat~. 
One eompan.y ,'Jives -« test. t.het is eorupaey prepared. Thia tost, 
administered to applicants for the positions of.aecount1nrr clerk s.nd 
record keeper, tests the applicantst eleriea.l aptitude. 
NATUii Oli' EMPLO!Ml,'NT TES!?$ ADMINlS'l'ERED tJJO 
APPL!C.AmfS FOR POSITIONS AS ACCOUl\J"'TING CL"lmKS AND scmm Kl!IEPERS 
AS UTDIOJd'tjD :SY P:']RSOI(JllEL MAliAGlRS OF 14 OIL COMPANIES 









Abilities and traits Tested. 
1 
6 
This t:ll.ble sho·o.ld be rej_o_ ti~ foHows: 6 of the 14 oil eorttpanies 13u.r,reyed 
do not give emp:l.oymGifit tests to aJ;;:pliaants far the positions -of a.eeo,mting 
clark m1d record keeper. One company gives an employment test that ls 
company pr-eJHlred;: the parso:n;nel manager of this eompa.ey To:p,ortad that ths 
test given measures the applieants• elerieal a:ptitu.des. 
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cially-prepa:red tests are given to test the following abilities 
Intelligence, meintioned by 6 personnel meu::i.e.r;-,ers; clerical ability an.d 
pers::mnlity, r;rent,:ioned by 3; and clerical aptitude and typewrltir1;::, 




ere used by their companies. 
the only 2 cor:1p11n:les that employ new accountt.nts, 
elerks renorted that reference lctt,.::Jrs are 
e:ppllcant:~ for the position of accoi.mt.:l.n,:• clerk; 5, that 
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Record Ke~~J.:g. The LL; personnel m1:u.1.ae;ers reported personal 
interviews o.re used to det,ermine the 1ctbili tie8 of applicants for the posi-
tion of record keeper. Twolve of the 14 companies require reference letters 
and 3 companies recyire college tran.seripts from the applicants for the 
position of record ke,::per. 
§µrnms.t.z:. It fa believed that persons desiring employment with an 
oil company should have reference letters available when they apply f'or a 
pos:i.tion as accountant, accounting clerk, or record keeper; and t,hose with 
a college degree should have a college transcript in their possession at 
the time of their e.pplication for a fJ<'.>sition as accountant, accounting 
clerk, and record keeper. Table XVI summarizes these dBt2 in detcil. 
'.l.'ruinin!'.; Qualificatior.}s Q!l Of~ic§. £1ach::Lnes 
Table XVII summarizes data pertaining fo the degree of skill required 
of new accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers in operating the 
adding mBchine and the calculating machine. Person.'1el manae;ers were asked 
to ind:l.ce.te t.he de:zree of skill required in operating the adding machine 
a.nd the calculating machine. The degrees of skill were described on the 
interview schedule ~is II skilled, 11 11 seml-skilled, 11 or. 11 no trcdning required. 11 
11Semi-skHled, n as def:i.ned in the interview schedule, describes workers 
who have an elementary knowledge of the operation of the machine a.nd its 
fundamental applications, but whose oi:Jerating skill is below that required 
of a specialized opered:.or. 
Accountants. ~Che personnel managers for the only 2 companies that 
employ new accountants re])orted that new account2nt$ a.re required to be 
semi-skilled in the operation of the adding machine and the calculating 
machine. 
AccountinP" Clerks. T'Jith regard to the adding machine, 1 personnel man-
ager representing a company that employs new accounting clerks stated that 
METHODS, Ol'RIDR TFiA:l.\T 11.'ESTS,. USED 1111 DETERMINING ABILITIES OF 
APPLIC1-!.N1'S FOii 1'BE POSITl01~5 OT£' .Accom~TJJ§TS, ACCOUl:fflNG 
01:m«s. AI-W 1mooru, U3iP}]tas• 
Comp~1ies College 01'.lllege Re:fe-rence Personal 
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This table should be read as follows: The two eompaniea that emplGy n~w 
aecountantl! requ.i:re eolla~ transeripts and. reference lett~rs, and eondllot 
personal interviews in order to ascertain abilities of applicants for th.e 
posit~on of accountant. 
lfRA!NlNG ON O!,~'IO:l1i NAOB:IliS!l.lS 1-WQ,UI.mID OF BEG Im!lNG 










s s/s r 
2 
l 6 2 
4 8 2 
• Abbreviations: S-Skilled; $/S-Semi-$ldlled; N-No Training 
Oale11lating 
. Ma.chineg 
S SiS · ~. 
2 
2 5 2 
4 7 '.3 
fhis ta.bl$ should 'be read. as :follow,: 'fhe two ecmpa,n.i.es that el.I.ploy new 
acoountants require that they be semi-skilled in i:ihe operation of adding 
maohi:nes and calculating machines. 
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new accounting clerks are required to b8 11 skilled11 in the operation of 
the adding machine; 6, 0semi-skilled;tt and 2, llno training required~tt 
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In the 9 companies that employ new accounting clerks, 2 personnel man-
agers reported that new accounting clerks a.re :required to be nskilledtt in 
the use of the calculating machine; 5, that they are required to be 11 semi-
skilled;11 and the remaining 2, that they are not required to have training 
in the opere.tion of the calculating machine. 
fi.ecord Ke~pers. Four of the 14 personnel managers reported that new 
record keepers are required to be ••skilledu in the operation of t,he adding 
machine; 8, tha.t they are required to be tlsemi-skilled; 11 and the remaining 
2, that new record keepers are not required to have training in the opera-
tion of the adding machine. 
In the operation of the calculating me.chine, 4 companies require new 
record keepers be 11 skilledtt; 7, Usemi-skilled." 'I'hree companies require 
no calculating machine training of their beginning record keepers. 
Summ1?,rz. One half or more of the personnel managers indicated that 
their companies require new accountants, accounting clerks, and record 
keepers to be 11semi-skil.led" in the operation of the adding machine and 
the calcula.ting machine. Mone of the companies require thet their begin-
ning accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers ha.ve training in 
the operation of any other type of office machine. 
Previous 'J:'.raining Experianqe Reg_yired 
The data in Table XVIII show the length of employment experience in 
the same or closely related fields required to meet the minimum qualifica-
tions for positions as beginning accountants, accounting clerks, and record 
keepers. 
Accountemts. Of the 2 companies that, employ new accountants, 1 
Comp.s,nies 
lieporting 




















!rhis table should be read as follows: 0:f' the two companies that employ new 
accou.11.tants. one requires over t,10 y1aara' previous £,ccounti:ng experience. 
s,:nd the other requires six months er l.EViH; of e:,qH,rience. 
required over 2 years of previous accounting experience; and the other 
requires six months or less of experience. 
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Accountinq Clerks. Three personnel managers representing companies 
that, employ ne'."l accounting clerks stated the,t their companies require new 
accounting clerks to have 6 months or less accounting experience; 5, that 
they are required to have up to and including 2 years' experience; and the 
remaining 1, that they are reouired to he:.re over 2 years of accounting ex-
perience. 
Record Keeoers. In the 14 companies that employ beginning record 
keepers, 9 personnel managers reported that new record keepers are required 
to ha-ve 6 months or less accounting experience; 2, the,t they are required 
to have up to and including 1 year of experience; 2, that they are required 
to have up to and including 2 years of experience; and the other 1, that 
they are required to have over 2 years o:t accounting experience. 
Summar,Y:. These data indicate thet six months or less experience is 
all that is required of beginning accountants and record keeoers as report-
ed by one-half or more of the personnel managers. ffore than one-half of 
the personnel manegers reported that beginning accounting clerks are requir-
ed to have f'rnm 6 months up to and including 2 years of accounting exper-
ience. Several personnel ITH::J,nagers stated that education would make up for 
the lack of experience for beginning employees that seek employment with 
their oil companies. 
!tengtq of Training Period §oecHied 
Data on the time the avere.ge employee needs t.o spend in training on 
the job with the oil companies t.o reach acceptable proficiency are summar-
ized in Table XIX. 
~untants. Personnel managers for 2 companies that employ new 
OF 1ru11n i11UlllD:BJD BY :BJJ(l!l\UUMG .ACCOm:rrANTS, ACCOUl{'.!:Um CI;iill!KS. 
Ai\JD 'l'O i~:C.Clll:?'J!JillLli] ?1:{0lP:WtilJlffCl' 
---~------ ·=============================== 
Companie.s Months 
--~·---. *~~porting or Less 
Accountants 2 2 
Accounti.ug Clerks 9 :3 
Record !Cee'pe:rs 14 6 





Up to and Over 
Incl:J.ding One 







This table should be read as follows; The two companieg that elltploy new 
accountz,.nts, requ.ire three months 01• les$ in t,raining on the job. 
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accountants reported that these employees need to spend J months or less 
in training on the job to reH;i.ch acceptable proficiency. 
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{lg,countin&; Qlerks. Of the 9 personnel managers representing compe,nies 
that, employ new accounting clerks, 3 reported that new accounting clerks 
need 3 months or less on the job before they gain acceptable proficie11.cy; 
3-, up to and including 6 months; and 3, up to and including 1 year. 
~cord Keepers. Six personnel managers stated that new record keepers 
need to spend .3 months or less in training on the job 'to reach acceptable 
proficiency; 3, that they need to spend up to and including 6 months; 3, 
that they need to spend up to and including l year; and 1, that new record 
keepers need to spend over 1 year in training on the job to reach acceptable 
proficiency, 'i'he other personnel manager reported the.t no specific time 
is needed by beginning employees to reach acceptable proficiency. 
Summary. Several personnel managers stated that the period which new 
record keepers need to reach acceptable proficiency is considered a pro-
bationary period for these employees. High school and college graduates 
who gain employment with an oil company in the position of accountant, ac-
counting clerk, or record keeper should expect to spend some time in train-
ing on the job before they are considered proficient workers. 
Duties Performed J2:l Accountants, Accountin~ Clerks, and Record Keepers 
Personnel mf:tnagers were asl:ed to indicate whs.t duties--other than 
those given in the definitions c)f an accountant, accounting clerk, and 
record keeper on the interview schedule--were performed by accountants, 
accounting clerks, and record keepers in their compe.nies. 
Accountants. Eleven personnel managers reported that the definition 
given for an accountant included all duties performed by beginning account-
ants in their compa,nies.. Personnel managers of the .:3 remaining companies 
indicated that accountants in their corrmanies performed the following 
duties, not included in t,he definition, which are listed in the order of 
their frequency of mention:: 
Supervisioft. 
Budget work 
Prepare special reports (as required) 
Develop irr.proved methods (within his unit) 
!{gvise .financial reports 
Accountants. Eleven personnel managers reported that the definition 
given for an accountant included all duties performed by beginning account-
ants in their companies. Personnel mar:w.gers of the .3 remaining companies 
indlcated t,hat accountants in their companies performed the following 
duties, not included in the definition, which are listed in the order of 
their frequency of mention: 
Supervision 
Budget work· 
Prepare special reports (as required) 
Develop improved methods (within his unit) 
Revise financial reports 
Accountin_g Clerks. Twelve personnel managers reported that the de-
finition given on the interview schedule covered all the duties performed 
by eccounting clerli:s in their companies. Personnel managers of' the 2 re-
mainin.g companies indicated t,hat accounting clerks in their companies also 
performed the following du.ties, listed in the order of their frequency of 
Statistical itork 
Distribution of expense 
Supervision 
Prepare routine cost or financial reports 
Record F;eepers. Twelve personnel managers indicated that the def-
ini.tion for a record keeper given on the j_nterview schedule adequately 
covered all the duties performed by record keepers in their companies. 
Personnel managers of the other 2 companies reported the:t record keepers 
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in their companies performed these additional duties, listed in t,he order 
of their frequency of mention: 
Assign voucher numbers 
Compare data 
Some bookkeeping machine opere,t:l. on 
~siqtanc2 Offered to Off:i.ce ~mt:loye~~ 
To determine I,hether oil companies will as::.dst employees who wish 
to continue with their. education, personnel managers were asked, llDoes 
your ~ompany offer assistcmce to employees who wish to get more education?" 
The data received in answer to this question ar•.:} summ8rize1 in 'l'able XX. 
Two of the 14 personnel managers stated tlw.t tuition is paid after 
successful comµletion of approved courses; 2 reported that two-thirds of 
the tuition is paid ofter successful completion of approved courses; and 
the remaining 10 stated that no assistance is offered to their office em-
ployees who wish to get more edu.ca.tio:n. 
SummarI. Of the companies thet do not offer assistance, several per-
sonnel managers indicated that in the near future some plan would be work-
ed out whereby their office employees could attend night school--with the 
tuition being paid by the company. One personnel !l'lD.ne.ger reported that 
his com~any employs 1 or 2 office employees yearly in a lesser-office posi-
tion with the agreement. that the employee will attend night school to gain 
additional training in accounting; and that several employees have worked 
up to excellent positions through this program. 
Opinions of 5 of the 14 personnel managers were that special training, 
peculiar only to the oil industry, should be given in college accounti.ng 
courses for those students who plan to work for s,n oil company after leav-
ing school.. Table XXI presents this inf ornwtion.. 
.A.SSISTAN'GB OFlrER'iiID TO OFFICEll E~!PLOYEtJS WHO 
\1ISR TO GET MO~ l!1DU0ATI0N 
Xind of Assistance Offered 
1.'u.ition is paid after suceessfu.l 
completion of approved courses 
Tw-thirds of the t:u.ition is paid 
after ~~ecessful eompletion of 
a:--pproved courses 
Jfone 






This t1;1,ble should be read as 1.'ollowe: 'l'wo contpa.nies vt?iY tu.1 tion after 
employees successfully complete e:pproved oou.rses. 
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"Pipe-line lrl.Ccounting11 and 11 oil and gas accounting" were eiwh men-
tioned by 2 personnel managers us special training which prospective oil 
company employees should receive in college accountina courses; na.ccount-
ing for operation for Joint,-interest properties, n tt o.il and gas laws, n and 
"refining, marketi.ng, and explora:i;ion11 were each mentioned by l personnel 
manager as special training which should be included in colleee accounting 
· courses for students who plan to work for an oil company after graduation. 
Summary:. Several of the personnel managers stated that they believe 
college students who plan to work for oil companies should have a petroleum 
accounting course included in their college t1·aining program. Of the 10 
personnel managers who stated thiit no special training peculiar to the oil 
industry should be given in college accounting courses, several commented 
that their beginning accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers 
were in need of: i~ore experience in the routine e.ccounting procedures; 
understanding the relationship betweent.he different steps in accounting; 
and a better understanding of the overall pict1 re of vvhat takes place in 
accounting. Data pertaining to spacial training is shown in Table XXI. 
Sum!l'+§O: 
In making an analysis of the job requirements presented in the preced-
ing pages, the mode was selected as the measure of centre.l tendency best 
suited to represent the typical job requirer.tents-for beginning accountants, 
accounting clerks, and record keepers--and as the average which will give 
the best results as to the needs for the future use of this study. 
Accountants. The job requirements for a beginning accountant are: 
(1) Must be 25 years old; (2) liiay be either single or married; (3) i1ust 
be a college graduate; (4) Must have an elementary knowledge of the opera-
tion and the fundamental applications of the adding machine and the calcula-
ting machine; (5) Must be trained in petroleum accounting; (6) must have 
SP~ClAL 11'Rl1II:Hxm b1UCH P31lRS0J.!'.il\!EL HAM.AGllRS OF 5 
COMPAHiltS 13,;LI]rv.fil SHOULD .HE] :;fif]l!:J UJ COLll1GtJ 
.t~cco-UllJ!I' 11\fG COURSES 
Special T:ridning Required 
Pipe-line accounting 
Oil and gas accounting 
Accou.nting for operation of joint-
interest properties 
Oil and gas laws 
Refining, marketing, and. exploration 
!lumber of Pe:rsonnel Managers 
l'J'ho Mentioned Training 







T}is table should be reacl as follows: One personnel manager reported that 
~tudents in college accounting eor1rses, 1.·1ho plan to work for o.11 companies 




6 months or less previous accounting exr,~rienee; and ( 7) me,y be expected 
to wcJrk 3 months or less on the job before he is considered proi:"'icient. 
Special help:3 ln. gaining employment with an oil company are: (1} 
Only a few oil companies employ beginning a.ccountants; (2) Should apply 
directly to the company employment department; and (3) Should have his 
college transcript and reference letters in his possession. 
Accoun.ting Q!c~rks. The job requirements for a beginning accounting 
clerk are: (1) Nu.st be 20 1ears old· (2) ,, ' t~ay be married or single; 
(.3) May be either 8. business college or a junior college graduate; (4) 
Must have an elementary knowledge of the operation and the fundo.mental 
applications of the adding machine and the calculating machine; (5) Must 
have up to and including 2 years previous accounting experience; and (6) 
May be expected to work up to and including 1 year on the job before he 
is considered proficient. 
Special helps in gs.ining employment with an oil company are: 
(1) About two-thirds of the oil companies employ new a.ccounting clerks; 
(2) Should e,pply directly to the company emplo;:rment department; (3) 
Should expect t.o take employment tests; and (1.) Should he,ve his college 
transcript and reference letters in his possession. 
Record Ki;~~pers. The job requirement,s for a beginning record keeper 
a.re: (1) !,:ust be 18 yee.rs old; (2) May be either married or single; 
(3) Tu1ust be a high school graduate; (4) ~'lust have an elementcry know-
ledge of the operation and the funde.mental applications of the adding 
machine and the calculating machine; (5) Must have 6 months or less 
previous accounting experience; and ( 6) r:ray be required to work up to 
and including 1 year on the job before he is considered proficient. 
Special helps in gaining employment 11...ith oil companies are: (1) All 
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oil com anies emplo new record keepers; (2) Shoul d expect to take em-
ployment tests; (3) Should have reference letters in his possession; and 
(4) Should ap 1 directl to the company employment depart ment . 
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CHAPTER IV 
EVALUJ1TI0N OF 'l'HE TRAINDJG OF BEGIN.NIJG ACCOUNT iLrfl'S, 
ACCOUilTING CLER~:s, AND RECORD KEEPET,S 
In order to deterr~ine ivhether the training provided in hi5;h schools 
and colleges been adeq1urte to prepare studel1ts for employmsnt with 
oil comr,e,nies as accountants, a.ccountirv• clerks, and record keepers, per-
sormel fN:J.!lagers of the oil companies 11ere esked to indicate how often 
they find these beginning office employees deficient in the following 
fields of instruction and trnining: office machines, subject matter, 
office duties, and personal traits. 
In answering this section of the :i.nt.ervlew schedule, personnel man-
agers were asked to consider those duties that beginning accountants, 
accountin~ clerks, and record keepers are expected to be able to perform. 
The frequency with which personnel managers find new accountants, 
accounting clerks, and record keepers deficient in office machine opera-
tion, subject matter, office duties, and personal traits has nothing to 
do with the number of times an indhridua.1 emplojree may be found deficient; 
it is concerned wholly with how often the p8r$onnel mane.gar finds, in each 
group as a whole, workers who are deficient in these specific abilities 
a.nd tr a.its. 
Personnel l1aneu::rers' ~fill Concernirn.,, Office !Jachine TraininP' of Nfil:! 
Accountants, Accounti.n;'l' Clerks, nnd Record ISe~pers 
Accountants. In the only 2 companies that employ new accountants, 
1 personnel manager :re11orted thet, accountants are occasionally deficient 
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in the use of adding machines and calculating machines; and the other 
reported that accountants are never deficient in the operation of, or do 
not use, adding machines and calculating machines. 
Accounting Clerks. In the 9 companies th8.t employ ne1.l\T accounting 
clerks, 1 personnel-manager reported that new accounting clerks are fre-
quently deficient in the use of adding machines; 3, thrc1t they 8re occasion-
ally deficient; 1, that they are rarely deficient; and the remaining L}, 
that new accounting clerks are never deficient in the use of, or do not 
use, adding machines. 
With reg~,rd to use of calculating machines, personnel mHnagers for .3 
of the 9 companies t,h.o.t employ ne'.'!1 accounting clerks reported that new 
accounting clerks ~re frequently deficient in the use of this machine; 2, 
that they are occasionally dencient; and A, that they are never deficient 
in the use of, or do not use, calculating machines. 
Record Keen~. Two personnel managers reoorted that new record 
keepers are frequently deficient in the use of adding machines; J, that 
they are occasionally deficient; 1, that they are rarely deficient; and the 
remaining 8, that they are never deficient in the use of, or do not use, 
adding ma,chines. 
Four personnel managers renorted that they frequently find, and 2 
personnel managers that they occasionally find, tha,t new record keepers are 
deficient in the use of calculating machines. The 8 remaining personnel 
managers reported thBt new record .keepers are never deficient in the use 
o.f, or do not use, calculating machines. 
Summarv. From the findings concerning deficiencies in the use of 
office machines, it is apparent that personnel managers find new employees 
deficient in the use of the calculating ma.chine more often than in the use 
of the adding machine. 
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For each of the 3 groups--accountants, accounting clerks, and record 
keepers--one half or more of ·the personnel managers reported that new 
employees are never deficient in the operation cf, or do not use, adding 
machines and calculating machines. It is si~nificant, however, that some 
personnel managers do report deficiencies in new employees in each group; 
and it is believed that the findin5rs indicate th&.t instruction and tra.i.ning 
in the operation of adding machines and calculating machines should be given 
to students vrho wish to enter employment as accountants, accounting clerks, 
or record kee-oers in the offiees of oil companies. 
Data concerning the frequency with whfoh nevr employees are found de-
ficient in the operation of office machines are 1Jresented in detail in 
Table XXII. 
~1Jbject Matter '.ti;.:ainin.g; of New Accountants, Accounting Clerks, ~ 
Record Keeuers 
Table XXIII summarizes the opinions of personnel managers with reference 
to various subject matter deficiencies of beginning accountants, accounting 
clerks, and record keepers. 
Accountants. The personnel manaeer of l of the only 2 companies that 
employ new a.ccountants reported that new accountants are frequently defic-
ient in grammar and punctuation; and the other renorted that new account-
ants are occasionally deficient in these knowledges. 
The 2 personnel m2_nagers reported that new accountants are frequently 
deficient in spelling, occasionally deficient in arithmetic, and rarely 
deficient in penmanship. 
In the subject matter area of speech, the 2 personnel rnanager,s report-
ed that beginning accoun't~ants are frequently deficient in t1manner of deliv-
ery, n and occasionally deficient in 11 tone of voice11 and ttenunciation. 11 
Office Machines 
Olf:i!"ICi t,ta0IU.N1i!S TAAINll>iG IN WRICI-I 14 P:IDB.-50:l:fl'.IIEL Miu'1AG!'JRS 
n~DIC,M::m THAT 1~"£',; ACCOU!lT.'Li.'\J"Ts. ACCOUliTlNG CIJilRKS, 
AND RECOY:W tfillllPEitS i~ DEFICIENT 
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One personnel manager reported that new accountants are occa:s:i.onally 
deficient in accounting skills, while the other reported that new account-
ants a.re never deficient in accounting skills. 
Both personnel manal{ers reported that new accountants are never defic-
ient in filing. 
Accoun:tinrr, Clerks. In the 9 companies that employ new accounting 
clerks, 2 personnel managers stated that new accounting clerks are fre-
c;uently deficient; 5, the.t they are occasionally deficient; and 2, that 
they are never deficient in grammar and punctuation. Four personnel man-
agers reported that beginning accounting clerks are frequently deficient 
in spelling; 4, that they are occasionally deficient; and the remaining 1, 
that they are never deficient. 
One personnel manager stated that new accounting clerks are frequently 
deficient in arithmetic; 4, that they are occasionally deficient; 1, that 
they are rarely deficient; and the reami:ning 3, that they are never defic-
ient. 
Penmanship was reported by 4 personnel managers as a skill in which 
new accounting clerks are frequently deficient. 'fw.o personnel managers 
reported that new accounting clerks are occasionally deficient in penman-
ship; 1, t,hat they are rarely deficient; and the remaining 2, that they 
are never deficient. 
Three personnel managers reported that new accounting clerks are 
frequently deficient in "manner of delivery 11 ; 2, that they are occasion-
ally deficient; 2, that they are rarely deficient; and the remaining 3, 
that they are never deficient. 
One personnel manager stated that in tttone of voice 11 and 11 enunciation" 
new accounting clert<:s are frequently deficient; 3 reported that they are 
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occasionally deficient,; and the remaining 5 reported that they are never 
deficient. 
~ Keec-ers. One personnel manager reported thE,t new record keep-
ers are frequently def'ic:i(-mt in the use of accountinr; skills; 2, that they 
are occa_sionelly deficient; 1, th:st they are rarely deficient; and the re-
mainin~ 5, t,hat they are never deficient. 
Of the 14. personnel manarsers representing companies that employ new 
record keepers, 2 reported thgt frequently ne,u record keepers e.re deficient 
in grammar; 5, occasionally; and 7, never. 
Five personnel me.nagers stated tha.t new record keepers are .frequently 
deficient in punctuation; 3, that they are occasionally deficient; and the 
remaining 6, that they are never deficient. 
Spelling v,as rey.mrted by 4 personnel msnagers as a subject ina:tter area 
in ,'lhich new record keepers are fre(~uently deficient. F'our personnel mana-
gers stated that record keepers are occasionally deficient in spelling; 1, 
that they a.re rarely deficient; and 5, that they are never deficient. 
Of the 14 personnel managers representing companies that employ new 
record keepers, l~ reported thr,1t occr,sionally new record keepers are defic-
ient in arithmetic; 3, rarely; and 7, never. 
Three person.."lel managers stated that new record keepers are frequently 
deficient in penmanship; 4-, that they are occasionally deficient; 1, that 
they are rarely deficient;; and the remaining 4, that they are never defic-
ient. 
HTone of voice" and ''enunciation" (speech) were reported by 10 person-
nel managers as areas in which beginni!1ls record keepers are never deficient. 
Only 4 personnel managers reported the:t record keepers are occasionally 
deficient in these subject matter areas. 
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Only 2 personnel managers reported thct ne;v record keepers is,re fre-
quently deficient in accountinci si{ills; 2, that they are occasionally de-
ficient; 3, that they are rarely deficient; and the remaining 7, that they· 
are never deficient. 
Three person~nel managers stated thc.t new record keepers are frequently 
deficient in filing; and 11 personnel managers reported that they are never 
deficient in filing. 
Summary. The frequency with which personnel manager.s find deficiencies 
in the subject matter trsdning o.f new employees indicates that numerous be-
ginning accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers are deficient 
in the following areas: Grammar, punctui,ition, spelling, penmanship, and 
speech. It is believed that remedial training in these areas is justified 
for students who vdsh to gain employment with oil companies. 
~raining of Beginninq Accountants, Accounting Clerks,~ 
I!ecorg Keepers in the Performance of Office Duties. 
Accountants. Personnel managers of the only 2 companies '!:,bat employ 
beginning accounte.nts reported that new accountants are never deticient in 
using a typewriter and f i.ling. 
One of the 2 personnel managers sta.ted that new accountants are fre-
quently deficient in 11 ansvwering the telephonen and "meeting and directing 
office callers; 11 the other reP-orted thBt new accountants are never defic-
ient in these duties. 
ncomposinf~ business letters11 was reported by 1 personnel me.nager as a 
duty in which beginning accountants are frequently deficient. :rhe other 
personnel manager reported that beginning accm.mtants are occasionally de-
ficient in this duty. 
Accountants were reported by 1 personnel manag-er to be occasionally 
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deficient in accounting duties; however, the other personnel manager re-
ported that.accountants are never deficient in these duties. 
Aecountin/i Clerks. In the 9 companies that employ beginning account-
ing clerks, 2 personnel managers reported that new accounting clerks a.re 
frequently deficient in using a typewriter; and the remaining 7, that new 
accounting clerks are never deficient using a typewriter. 
In the 9 companies tha:t employ new accounting clerks, 2 personnel 
managers stated that beginning accounting clerks are frequently deficient 
in "answering the telephone" and in the ability to meet and direct office 
callers. Two personnel managers reported that the training of new account-
clerks in th-e performance of these office duties is rarely deficient. 
Five personnel managers reported that new accounting clerks are never de-
ficient in performing these duties. 
Accounting clerks were reported by 3 personnel managers to be frequent-
ly deficient in composing business letters. Two personnel managers report-
ed that accounting clerks are occasionally deficient in this duty; 1, that 
they a.re rarely defi~ient; and the remaining .3, that they a.re never defic-
ient. 
Personnel managers of 3 companies stated that beginning accounting 
clerks a.re ocea.sionally deficient in accounting skills. Six personnel man-
agers reported that new accounting clerks are never deficient in these skills. 
Record Keepers. Eleven of the 11, personnel managers representing com-
panies that employ new record keepers reported that beginning record keepers 
are never deficient in using a typewriter; 1, frequently; l, occasionally, 
and 1, rarely. 
Only 3 personnel managers stated that beginning record keepers are 
frequently defieient in filing; the remaining 11 personnel managers report-
ed that new record keepers are never deficient in this office duty. 
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With regard to the duty, "rmswering the telephone, tt personnel mana-
gers of 2 companies that employ new record keepers reported that these 
employees are f'requently deficient in this duty; 1, that they are occas-
ionally deficient; 3, th8,t. they are rarely deficient; and 8, that they 
are never deficient. 
Only 2 of the 1.4, personnel m,me,gers representing companies that em-
ploy new record keepers renorted that beginning record keepers are fre-
quently deficient in the ability to meet and direct office callers; 2, 
occasionally; 2, rarely; and 8, never. 
Personnel managers of 4 of the 14 companies that employ new record 
keepers reported th'6.t new record keepers are frequently deficient in com-
posing business letters; 3, that they are occasionally deficient; 1, that 
they are rarely deficient; and the remaining 6, that they are never de-
ficient. 
Personnel managers for 3 of the 14 companies that employ new record 
keepers reported th.':lt the performance of accounting duties by new record 
keepers is occasionally deficient; 1, thi,t it is rarely deficient; and 
10, that it is never deficient. 
Summary. These data indicate that some deficiencies exist in the 
training for each of the .3 groups -- accountants, accounting clerks, and 
record keepers -- in office dut,ies, with the greatest number of defic-
iencies occurring in the ability to compose business letters, Additional 
training in this ability: should be provided in the training of' ·orospective 
accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers for employment in the 
offices of oil companies. 
Data pertaining to the frequency with which personnel managers found 
the performance of office duties by accountants, accounting clerks, and 
record keepers deficient e,re presented in detail in Table XXI\7. 
~rsonal Traits of Beginning 1..ccountants, ~ntinq; Cler.!&§., 
and Record Keepers 
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Table XXV summarizes the opinions of personnel managers with respect 
to the adequacy of training in personal traits of beginning accountants, 
accounting clerks, and record keepers. 
Accountants. In the two companies that employ beginning accountants, 
"attention to details," "grooming,u fltact,ti ttindustry, 11 11 accuraey, 11 ttinitia-
tive," and Hjude;ment/1 were reported. by 1 of the personnel managers as 
personal traits in which beginning accountants are occasionally deficient. 
The other personnel manager reported that new accountants are never defic-
ient in these personal traits. 
One personnel ma.m,,ger reported th&t beginning accountants are frequent-
ly deficient in "organization of details;" and the other, that new a.ccount-
ants a.re occasionally deficient in this persc,nal trait. 
The 2 personnel mana.gers indicated that new accountants are occasionally 
deficient in the 11ability to follow details, 11 but never deficient in '1loyal-
ty. n 
In the II ability to get along with other people, 11 l personnel manager 
rer:iorted that new accountants are occasionally deficient; and the other 
reported that beginning accountant,s aro rarely deficient. 
nHonesty,n "dependability," Uambition,n nalertness,u and ncourtesy, 11 
were each reported by 1 personnel manager as traits in which beginning ac-
countants are occasionally deficient; and by the other, as traits in which 
new accountaJ'.ltS are rarely deficient. 
Accounting Clerks. In the 9 companies the:t employ new accounting 
clerks, 4 personnel managers stated that beginnin:; accounting clerks are 
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Attention to detail• l l 4 l 4 6 2 6 
Organization of dutiea l 1 4 J 2 4 J l 6 
Ability to follow instructions 2 l 4 4 l 5 l 7 
Ability to get along with 
other people l l 2 4 3 .'.3 7 4 · 
Grooming l l 3 l s 4 2 8 
Tact l l 3 l 5 4 2 8 
Honesty- l 1 ' 6 6 8 Dependability 1 l 1 3 5 J 3 8 .Ambition l l 2 2 5 1 2 j 8 
Alertness 1 l l 3 5 4 2 8 
Industry 1 1 3 1 5 7 1 
AcCtµ-acq l l l 3 l 4 1 3 3 7 
Lo7alt1 2 • J 6 l 4 9 
Courtesy 1 1 1 3 5 2 4 8 
Initiative l l l 3 l 4 2 s 
Judgment 1 1 l 4 4 l 6 7 
This table should be read as follows: In the two companies that employ new aeeountanta , one of the 
personnel managers reported that new accountants are oeoadonall7 regarded as deficient in attention to 
details; and the other reported that new accountants are never regarded as deficient in attention to 
detaile. ()) t-' 
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occasionally deficient in "attention to details;tt 1, that they are rarely 
deficient; and the remaining 4, that they are never deficient. 
ttOrganization of details," is the trait in which most new accounting 
clerks are frequently deficient. Four personnel managers reported that·new 
accounting clerks are frequently deficient in this trait; 3, that they are 
occasionally deficient; and only- 2, that they are never:deficient. 
In the 9 companies that employ new accounting clerks, 2 personnel 
managers stated that new accounting clerks are occasione.lly deficient in 
the Hability to get along with other _people;" 4, that they are rarely de-
ficient in this trait; and the remaining 3, that they are never deficient 
in this trait,. 
"Ability to follow· instructions" and ltjudgm:entn were reported by 1 
personnel manager as the traits in which beginning accounting clerks are 
.frequently deficient. Four personnel me_nagers reported that new account-
ing clerks are occasionally deficient in these traits; and the remaining 4, 
.that new accounting ~lerks are never deficient in these traits. 
Three personnel managers reported that beginning accounting clerks 
a.re occasionally deficient in tlgrooming, 11 tttact,n and ttindustry." Only 1 
personnel manager finds that accounting clerks are rarely deficient in 
these traits; the remaining 5 find that new accounting clerks are never 
deticient·in these personal traits. 
ttRonesty11 and "loyal tytt were reported by 3 personnel man~~gers as traits 
in which new accounting clerks are rarely deficient; however, 6 personnel 
managers reported that new accountinP,' elerks are never deficient in these 
traits. 
11 Dependa.bility,t' nalertness,n and ttcourtesytt were reported by 1 per-
sonnel manager as traits in which beginning accounting clerks are occas-
ionally deficient. Three personnel managers stated th~t new accounting 
clerks are rarely deficient, and the remai.ning 5, that new accounting 
clerks are never deficient, in these nersonal traits. 
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In the 9 companies thst. employ new accounting clerks, 2 personnel 
managers sta ..ted that beginning accounting clerks are occasiomilly deficient 
in n:;unbition; 11 2, th~t they are rarely deficient; and the remaining 5, 
that they are never deficient in this personal trait. 
Of the 9 personnel managers representing companies that employ new 
accounting clerks, l reoorted that beginning accounting clerks a.re fre-
quently deficient in ttaccuracy11 and *1initis,tive; 11 3, occasionally; 1, rare-
ly; and 4, never. 
Record KeeI)ers. Record Keepers were reported by 6 of the 14 personnel. 
managers representin.ff companies that employ new reeord keepers to be oc-
ce.sionally deficient in flattention to details;" by 2, rarely; and by 6, 
never. 
"Organization of duties11 was reported by 4 personnel managers as a 
trait in which new record keeuers ere frequently deficient. Three person-
nel managers stated thet new record keepers are occasionally deficient; l, 
that they are re.rely deficient; and the remaining 6, that they are never 
deficient in this personal trait. 
Of the 14 personnel managers represent:J.ng companies that employ new 
record keepers, 1 personnel manager reported that new record keepers are 
frequently def'icient in the rt ability to follow instructions; 11 5 occasion-
ally; 1, r&rely; and 7, never. 
Three personnel ms.nagers reported that new record keepers are occasion-
ally deficient in the 11ability to get along with other people. 11 Seven per-
sonnel managers reported that they rarely find, and l+ personnel man&i~ers 
that they never find, tha.t new record keepers are deficient in this personal 
trait .. 
11 Groomiwz, H tttact, 11 8nd 11 alertness'fl were reported 'oy 4 personnel man-
agers as traits :in 7Ihich beginning record ;c:eeDEn:·s £;.re occasi.-::mally deficient. 
Tvm personnel managers reported that new record keepers are rarely deficient 
in these personal traits; and the remaining 8, that begi.nning record keepers 
a.re mwer deficient in these personal traits. 
Six personnel managers reported that beginning record keepers a.re 
rarely deficlent in 11 honesty;u and the other 8, that new record keepers are 
never deficient in this treit. 
Record keeners '!'!ere report,sid by 3 o:f the lL, I:>ersonnel managers repre-
se.n'tir1g compa,.nies empln:r new record keepers to be occe.sionaJ.ly defic-
ient in 11 dependab:Uity • 11 Three personnel managers stated thi:,t beginning re-
cord keepers are rarel,y deficient in this trait; e.nd the other EI, that be-
ginning· record keepers are never defic:1.ent in this trait. 
One personnel manager re,orted that he frequently f'inds; 2 personnel 
managers, that they occasionally find; and 3 perso 1 nel managers, that they 
rarely find, that new record keepers are deficient in 11 ambition. 11 The 
eight remaining personnel ma.nagers reported that new record keepers are 
never deficient in 11 ambi tion. 11 
ttindustry11 was reported by 7 personnel ln!l.nagers as a trait in which 
new record keepers are occasionally deficient. The other 7 personnel man-
agers rer)orted that new record keepers are never deficient in "industry. 11 
One personnel mDneger reportEJcl that beginning record keepers are fre-
quently deficient in 11 accuracy; 11 3, that they ere occasionally deficient; 
3, that they are rarely deflcient; and the remaining 7, that t.hey are never 
deficient. 
One personnel manager reported thc.t beginning record keepers are fre-
quently deficient in 11 loyalty. 11 Four personnel managers stated that new 
record keepers are rarely deficient in this trait; and 9 stated that new 
record keepers are never deficient in this trait. 
Of the 14 personnel managers representing comf,)tmies that employ new 
record keepers, 2 reported that new record keepers ere occasionally defic-
ient in 11 cou.rtesy; 11 4, rarely; and 8, never. 
Two personnel managers reported that new record keepers are .:frequently 
deficient in "initiative; 11 5, that they ar,s occasionally deficient; and the 
1 
reme,ining 7, tha~ they are never deficient. 
In the 111, cornpe.nies that employ new record keepers, l reported that 
new record keepers are frequently def'lcient in tt judrpnent.; 11 6, that they 
a,i"e occasionally deficient; and the other 7, that they are never deficient. 
Summary. 'I'hese data indicate that the frequency ,vith which the per-
sonnel managers find these new employees deficient in certatn personal 
traits is too high. 
For the accountants, there is only 1 trtii t in which both personnel 
mans.gers reported tha.t new employees are never deficient; however, there 
are 13 tral ts in which 1 of -the 2 personnel mana2;,:rers reported that new em-
ployees are never deficient. 
For the accounting clerks, there are no traits in which the personnel 
ma.nagers, as a group, reported that new employees are never deficient 1 but 
there are 9 traits in which 5 or more of the personnel managers reported 
that new employees are never deficient. 
For the record keepers, there are no traits in which all of the per-
sonnel managers reported that new employees are never deficient, but there 
are 8 traits in which 50 per cent or more of the personnel managers report-
ed that new. employees are never deficient. 
In conclusion, .it is believed that more emphasis should be placed on 
the development of personal traits in training prospective e.ccountants, 
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accountin; clor:,s, ~rnd !"eco:rd ::eepers. .Personal tr,d ts in which special 
ad.di tiono 1 trainin;:. sho11.ld ~;ive11 tS.re, i11 the order of their impQrtance 
as indicated ;frequeneies with 1Jhich ner.som11;3l managers find deficiencies 
in. new employees: Organization t1f duties, initira.tive, judgment, and the 
ability to follow instructions. 
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CHAP'rER V 
SUMMARY OF FIHDINGS, CONCLUSIO:JS,AND RE.:COI,falEtmJ~'l'IOM 
The purpose of this study, as stated in Chapter I, is to gather 
data pertaining to the minimum employment requirements for new accounting 
and bookkeeping employees in selected oil companies of Oklahoma, and to 
interpret these data in such a manner that they may be helpful to students, 
to instructors in college accounting, and to teachers of bookkeeping in 
high schools situated near oil company headquarters. 
Data were collected through personal interviews with personnel managers 
of 14 oil companies located in 3 Oklahoma cities. All of the interviews 
were held du.ring the first half of the month of June, 1950. Data obtained 
through the interviews were presented in Chapters III and IV. 
Summary .Qf Finding~ 
The findings are summarized as answers to the specific questions 
that were listed in the statement of the nroblem in Chapter I. 
1. Does the instruction and training ~i ven 1!.! State colleges fill9. 
high schools located~ oil comoany headaua.rters adeguatelz Brepare 
§tudents fil? ~ employ:men~ with oil com:ganies ll accountants, accountine 
clerks, QI. record keepera? If not, in !!illll areas .iJ! ~ training- deficient? 
One half or more of the personnel mam:.gers reported that nel"i account-
ants, accounting clerks, and record .keepers are never deficient in the 
'-. 
operation of, or do not use, adding me.chines and calculating machines;' 
however, a significant number of personnel managers do report deficiencies 
in ne,:r employees in each group. 
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Numerous beginning accountants, a,ccountin.g clerks, and record keep-
ers arfi deficient in the following subject matte!' :.1reas: Grammar, punctua-
tion, spelling, penmanship, and s1)6ech. These data reves.l that remedial 
training is needed in these fl v;:;; c,reas. 
Addi tlonal training :'i.n. comnosinc,: business lettt;rs :ts needed by 
prospective accountants, accounting clerks, and record keeners. Very few 
pe:;,~sonnel managers find ne,;-J accountemts, accounting clerks, and record 
keepers deficient in the oorf or ma nee of accounting duties. 
There is only 1 trtdt in which tbe ;:x:irsonnel managers never find 
accountants deficient; and there ore no traits in which the nersonnel 
managers never find accounting clerks B.nd record keepers deficient.. These 
data indicate the:t more emphasis should be 9laced on the development of 
personal traits. Personal traits in which special tre.ini.ng should be 
given are, in the order of their importance as indice.ted by :trequencies · 
with which personnel managers find deficiencies: Organization of duties, 
iniati",;e, jude;ment, and ability to follow instructions. 
2. 1''Jhat .§12§cial trdning, if an[, that is ];1E;CUHer .Qllll to 1he ill 
industrv should be Riven to nrosnective accounting and bookkeeping emnloyees 
l1'z: coll0:'.1,es and ~ hieh !2.QJJ.:Qol§. located in th@. vicinities oi' oi],, co11maniegJ,Z 
Only 5 of the 14 personnel me.11agers wore of the opinion that special 
training, peculiLr only to the oil ind1,wtry, should b,3 given in college 
accounting ,:::ourses to proByx.?-cti ve 011 compo_ny accountants, accountlng 
clerks, and record ;_s;:eepers. 
llPipe-line eccountingfl and 11 oil and !;:as accounting11 were each suggest-
ed by 2 personnel i:1anugers as WJecial training which should be taught to 
nrospective accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers in college 
accounting courses. 
"Oil and gas laws, tt 11 accoun·ting for operation of joint-interest 
properties, 1t and "refining, marketing, and exploration11 were each sug-
gested by l personnel manager. 
Several of the personnel me.nagers stated that they believe college 
students who plan to work for oil companies should have a petroleum ac-
counting course included in their college training. Several of the 10 
personnel managers who stated that no special tre,ining peculiar to the 
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oil industry need be included in college accounting courses commented that 
their beginning accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers were in 
need of: More experience in the routine accounting procedures; understand-
ing the relationship between the different steps in accounting; and a 
better understanding of tbe overall picture of what takes place in account-
ing. 
How many wople ~ emploved ~ accountants, aecourrting cler.£a, 
and record keepers .Q.Y: ~he selected oil comnanies? 
The 14 oil companies included in this study employ a total of 1,708 
accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers. Of this total, 3.30 
are a.ccountants, 775 s,re accounting clerks, a.nd 603 are record keepers. 
4. Qy:ring a normal business re11r, how E!f!llE ™ accountants, account-
ing clerks, and record keep~~ g.Q. ~ selected oil eom-oanies emnloy? ~Ull 
this number change for anv reason during the mxt 2 vears? 
In the total number of positions that, now exist in the oil companies, 
personnel managers estime,ted that a.t least 246 vacancies occur during a 
normal business year. Of this total, 11 are f'or accountants, 92 are for 
accounting clerks, and 143 are for record keepers. 
lfo change in the number of new accountants to be employed by their 
companies during the next 5 years was indicated by the 2 personnel managers 
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whose companies employ nevJ accountants. 
One personnel manager indicated that the number of accounting clerks 
to be ne,.vly employed by his company would be above normal during the next 
5 years; and 1 personnel manager indicated that the number of nev:r reco:rd 
keepers which his company employs is expected to be above norLtal during 
·r,he next 5 years.. In.creases were indicated as a result of a planned ex-
pans ion nrogram by these comp1::ri:1ies, which is expected to make :necess&n7 
the employment of a number of' new account1.ng clerks &nd record keepers. 
One personnel manager :i.ndicated that the number of accounting clerks 
which his company employn each year is expectied to be below normal within 
keepers to be errrployed by th1:.1ir comp1:u.1ies is expec·ted to be below 
normal r:ithin the next 5 years. Decreases in the normal number of' new 
accounting clerks and record !rnepers employed by these companies during 
the next 5 years are expecteJ because these cor,1pa11ies are sti:tbilizing their 
operations; therefore, vacancies in the positions of accounting clerk and 
record keeper are not filled by employing replacements, but the duties are 
distributed a.nong the remaining accounting department personnel. 
5. \:Jha:t ™ the minimum educational oualification§ regu:i,_red .Qf rum 
accountants, accounting cl~, s!!d record keepers':' 
'I'he only 2 companies that employ new accountants require college 
graduation for both me11 and wou,en. 
Of the 9 companies ths_t employ new accounting clerks, 4 require that 
ne0;,r accounting clerks be at least business college or junior college grad-
ue_tes; 3, that they be college gr11duates; 1, ·that they be fat least junior 
college greJ.iuates; and the remaining 1, that they be at least high school 
graduo,tes. 
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Eleven of the 14 companies surveyed require at least high school 
graduation of t~eir beginning record keepers. Three companies require 
:,I' 
beginning record keepers to be college graduates .. 
/i ,·._ 
Under the/tpresent labor-market conditions, several personnel managers 
_.;-;'}.I•,' 
indicated tht~ their companies are able to fill vacancies in all 3 classi-
,. '' 
ficatfons tr}i.t¥ college graduates. 
! 
One-ha}L)\z' \q1~ more of the personnel managers indicated that their 
/'_/'' . 
eompanies·0:requir,e that, in addition to meeting the minimum education. re-
/.-




kfaepe:rs be !i:semi-skilledtl in the opera.tion of the adding machine and the 
cal¢ula.ting m~.ehine .. 
,'/\. 
•:; 
6. What,minimum age requirement and experience guaUf'ications, if 
f!!l,Y., are reauired of new ~uo,:tag~s1, accounting clerks, and record keepers? 
One comJ?t:lny has a minimum age requirement of 25-years for either men 
or women to f:E.\1.1 the position of accountant. The other company will employ 
J 





For beginljing men accounting clerks, the average minimum age require-
! 
is 21.14::,years; for women, the average age requirement is 21.25 years. 
I{ , 
. ·;\ 
companie, ,~:~ not have a minimum s.ge requirement for beginning account-
\' . 
\ ing clerks. 
' )t' 
For begin:(~ing m,~.n record keepers, the average of the minimum ages 
for employment;soecified by the personnel managers is 19.06; for women, 
18.BJ years( ~"our companies do not have a minimum age requirement for be-
ginning recor~keepers. 
011e-hslt( dr more of the personnel managers reported the.t 6 mont,hs or 
! ., 
less previ9'l1S experience in the same or closely related fields is required 
of beginni'ng accountants and record keepers. A majority of the personnel 





managers reported that beginning accounting clerks are required to have 
from 6 months up to and including 2 years of previous experience in the 
same or closely ~elated fields. Several personnel managers reported that 
education would make up for the lack of experience of these beginning em-
ployees. 
Beginning\ aecou..l'l.tants need to spend 3 months or less in training on 
the job to rea:9h acceptable proficiency. Beginning accounting clerks and 
record keepers. need to spend fro1,1 less than 3 months up to and including 
1 year.in training on the job to reach acceptable proficiency. One person-
nel manager reported that no specific time is needed by beginning employees 
w~th his company to reach acceptable proficiency. 
7. What duties™ Mrformed ~ mm accountants, accounting clerks, 
and record keepers? 
~
Eleven personnel managers renorted ·that the defi.nition given for an 
accountant in the interview schedule included all duties performed. by 
beginning accol..l\ntants in their companies. 'Personnel managers of the re-
maining J COlllf.]anies indicated that, in addition to the duties given in the 
definition of !!1a.n accountant, new accountants in their companies frequently 
I 
perform all or\some of these duties: 
SuperYision 
Prepare special renorts (as required) 
Budget work 
Develop iraproved methods (within unit) 
Revise financial reports 
Twelve pezjsonnel managers re:-iorted that the definition given on the 
'·' 
interview scheiule covered all the duties performed by aecount,ing clerks 
in their comp~nies. Personnel managers of the remaining 2 companies indica-
ted that, i~;addition to the duties given in the definition of an accounting 
clerk, new /~ccounting clerks frequently perform all or some of these duties: 
Statistical work 
Distribution of ,~xpense 
Supervision 
Prevare routine cost or finD.ncie,,l reports 
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Twelve personnel managers indicated that the dennitiOn for a record 
k:eepe:r given on the in·Gerview schedule adequately covered all the duties 
performed by record keepers in their com-oanies. Personnel managers of the 
other 2 companies reported thet record keepers performed theslSl additional 
duties: 
Assign voucher numbers 
Coo.pare da_ta 
Some bookkeeping machine opr::ration 
8. Are accountant, aC.QQ.YlliM clerk, and record-keener yacancie5! 
filled 12:l .!Jfil!. ~ .QI. li~ thev filled :l2.z nromotinp, ru: shiftin!?.'. nresent 
srrmlo,vees? 
Each of t.he 14 corrrpanies fills vacancies for accountants by promoting 
or shifting their present employees; and only 2 companies, as a second 
choice, employ new accounta.nts if none of their present employees ere qual-
ified for the vacancy. 
Two of the 14 compe.nies employ nel'I' accounting clerks. Of the other 12 
companies, 7 employ new accounting clerks in filling accounting clerk 
vacancies that cannot be filled through the preferred method of promoting 
or shifting present employees; r,he other 5 reported that they do not resort 
to hiring new accounting clerks. 
One-half' of the companies :fill all record-keeping vacancies by employ-
ing new record keepers; and the other half use both methods--promoting or 
shifting present employees a.nd obtaining new employees--in filling these 
vace.ncies. 
Office vositions from which promotions to accountant are made a.re: .,. -- ~ 
Accounting clerk, clerk, clerks (Intermedif;te), sel1.ior clerks, intermediate 
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clerks, and distribution clerks. 
Office posit,ions from which promotions "to accounting clerk are made 
are: Junior clerk, record keeper, clerk (a 0:ipreQtice), clerk {Intermedi;r,te), 
junior accountant, and a training progr1:ciu. 
Office positions from which promotions to record keeper e.re made are: 
Mail clGrk:, junior clerk, anprentice clerk, machine ope:r·ator, messeng,o:r, 
office boy, and typist-clerk. 
Accountants may be promoted most frequently to the following posi'tions: 
Section hee,d, chief accountirnt, chie.f clerk, senior accountant, ste,ff 
position, and u.niL 
Accountinc,: clerks i!la,:r be promoted most f·requent.ly to the posi tion.s 
of accountant and senior clerk. 
Record keepers may be promoted most frequently to the following posi-
tions: Accounting clerk, intermediate clerk, and clerk. 
9. Whet methods Ere followeq in errmlovi.ng Jl~~ accountants, fa9_£ounting 
~, and ;record J,;:eeners? 
llll of the L{. companies maintain employment. dep0.rtments. This company 
employment department is the first medium used by 11 of the companies; 1 
compe,ny uses it as a second medium for locating prospective employees. 
Private employment· agencies are used by 6 of these coorpa.nies in locat-
ing nrospective accountants, accounttnr.; clerks, and record keepers. 'lhes0 
agencies a.re used b,V 3 companies as the :t'j_rst medium; and b,:t 3 companies as 
the second medium. 
College and/or high school employment bureaus, United States employ-
ment agencies, and newspaper advertisements are other second media used by 
these companies :in loce.ting prospective accountants, accounting clerks, 
and record keepers. 
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Eight personnel managers reported that employment tests are administer-
ed to anplicants for the positions of accounting clerk and record keeper. 
Six companies give no formel·employment tests to applica.nts. 
One company gives s company-prepared test which tests the applicants' 
clerical aptitude. 
The remaining 7 compe.nies administer commercially-prepared tests 
which test the following abilities .~tnd traits: Intelligence, clerical 
ability, personality, clc:dc1d aptitude, and typewrit:i.ng. 
Personal interviews, reference letters, college transcripts, and 
coll.&ge references are methods, other than tests, used in determining 
the abilities of aoplicents for ·che positions of accountant, accounting 
clork, and record keeper. 
10. Do~ selected QQ.!linanies .Qfffil: ggz .type of assistance to account-
ant, gccounting clerk, and record-keener employees who wish to contig,~ 
their ~ducation? 
Two companfos pay the tui ti.on of their office employees ,,ho success-
fully complete approved courses, and two com:5anies pay tvro-thirds of the 
tuition of their office employees who successfully complete approved 
courses. The remaining 10 companies offer no assistance to their office 
employ-Bes who wish to continue their education. 
COHCLUSIONS 
On the basis of' data gathered, analyzed, and interpreted in this 
study, it is believed that the following conclusions are justified: 
'· 
', Instruction and training in the operation of adding machines and 
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calculating ma.chines should be given to students who wish to enter employ-:-
ment as accountants, accounting clerks, or record keepers in offices of 
oil companies. 
Beginning accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers are 
reported b,r 50 per cent or more of the personnel managers "to be frequently 
deficient. in the subject matter areas of grammar, punctuation, spelling, 
penmanship, and speech .. 
, The frequency with which personnel managers find new accountants, 
accounting clerks, and record keepers deficient is too high. These employ-
ees need to develop their personal traits, with special emphasis on the 
following: Organization of duties, iniative, judgment, and the ability 
to follow instructions. 
Beginning accountants, accounting clerks, a.nd record keepers need 
additional training in composing business letters. The beginning employees 
have proved satisfactory in the performance of accountins duties. 
11 Pipe-line accounting, 11 11 oil and gas accounting,tt rtoil and gas laws,t1 
11 a.ccounting for operation of joint-interest properties," and 11 refining, 
marketing, and exploration" are suggested by l or more of 5 personnel 
managers as special training which should be given to prospective oil 
company accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers. 
( 
The numbers of newly employed accountants, accounting clerks, and 
record keepers indicate that approximately 246 positions-·become available 
for high school and college graduates during a normal business year. 'fhe 
numbers or newly employed accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers 
·-~--~~ 
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will remain approximately the same during the next 5 years if the estimates 
of the personnel managers proves accurate. 
'l'he minimum education requirement for new accountants is college 
graduation. The minimum education requirement for new accounting clerks 
is at least business college or junior college graduation.',,. The minimum 
education requirement for new record keepers is at least high school gradua-
tion. Under present. labor-market conditions, several personnel managers 
indicated that their companies are able to .fill vacancies in all 3 classi-
ficat,ions with college graduates. 
In addition to meeting the minimum education requirement, the new 
accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers are required to be 
llsemi-skilledn in the operation of the adding machine and the ea1culating 
machine. 
Beginning accountants, accounting clerks, and record keepers are re-
quired to have previous accounting experience in the same or closely relat-
ed fields. 
____ Employees in the classifications of accountant, accounting clerk, 
an...] .Ncord keeper perform a variety of accounting and clerical duties in 
addition to those duties given in the definitions in Chapter I. 
Accounting vacancies are filled by promoting employees from positions 
at the accounting clerk level, or--in the case of 2 companies only-by em-
ploying ne,1 accountants. The position of accounting clerk is filled by 
promoting from the record-keeping level or-.:.:in 9 companies only-- by em-
ploying new accounting clerks. Record keepers are employed .from outside the 
company or promoted from lesser of'fice positions. 
·-._" A ladder of pos:i.tions exists for '9rospecti ve accountants, accounting 
clerk, and record keeper employees of oil companies to climb. This ladder 
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str,ats with the record-keeping nosi tions; 0roceeds to the. accounting 
clerk. positions; moves to 'the pos:lt.ions ~rt the e.ccourrtant. level; and 
f.'inall,V, for somEJ pros-r:iective emplo;rees, extends up to executive positions 
In these oil cor;1.p.s.nies. 
All of the oil companies maintairi. cotr.1any employment departments 
which serve most of the companies as the first medium in locating pro-
spec'tl'Ve ne~n accou11ta.nt~s, accounting clerks, and record kesy;ers. 
Employment tests a.re given by the ,najority of oil companies to 
applicants for positions as accounting clerk and record keeper. 'rhe 
abilities and traits most frequently tested t,y Lnese employment tests 
are intelligence, clerical ability, personality, clerical aptitude, and 
typawriting. 
Personal interviews, reference letters, college transcripts, and 
college conto.cts are other methods used in determining the abilities of 
a:'.)plicants for positions as accountant, accounting clerk, and record 
keeper. 
J..s !:t check upon the validity of the findings of this study, it is 
suggested ths.t an investigr.tion be rnade of the qualifications of' nemly 
employed accountnnts, accountin,; clerks, end record keepers in oil 
companies, the data to be obtained from the employees themselves or from 
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~oountant - Devises or executes previously devised accounting ~ystems to meet the 
needs· of a particular concern: prepares financial statements, audite oooks, 
and does other accounting work as business requires; assu.mee responeibility 
for accuracy of the books after the audit. 
:co'llllting Clerk - Performs the more routine calculating, typing and posting duties 
necessary in accounting: checks items on various reports, summarizing ?.nd 
posting the data to designated books; performs a variety of other clerical 
duties, such as making up invoices or monthly statements to be s~nt to cus-
tomers, preparing pay rolls, verifying the company bank account, keeping files 
of various records, making up a periodic report of the compa.rzy-ls business 
activities, and listing and checking detail as instructed. 
1cord~Kee;eer - Keeps a record of and works 1vith only one phase or sect~on of a 
• complete set of records pertaining to business transactionsJ such ae the 
accounts receivable or the accounts payable section, performing other book-
keeping duties ••••••• May be specifically designated according to section 
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Minimum Educational Qualifications Required . 
Type of High School Business Junior College Office Employee Graduate College college Graduate Graduate Graduate 
M I w M I w M I w M I Tl ·-
fr -- --·-+ --.L -
I 
:I. Durirlg a normal business year, what is the approximate. number of new employee, 
hired to fill the following positions: 
l. Accountants 2. Accounting Clerks 3. Record-Keepers 
; _.....,.. -- -----. 
Dp you tor eny reason expect this number to change within the next five year.,, 
Yea Na, - -
If 11YefJ," do you expect the number of accountant positiona to be 
increased or decreased ? ........... . ........... 
Do you expect the number of account:j.,ng clerk positions to be 
inc:rea,ed · or (ieareased ? - ~ 
Do you expect the number 0£ record-keeper positions to ~e 
increased or decreased ? - · -
CV,. Are accountant, accounting clerk, and record-keepel:' vacancies filled by new 
employees or are they filled by present employees on a promotional basis? 
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(Filled by) 
lo Accountants 2. Accounting Clerks 3. Re.co;rd-Kee~ri 
a. New Employees 
b. Present Employees 
c. Both 
I.t filled by promotion of present employees, £,:om which p,ffice positio~,: ,;ro 
t~e new accountants, accounting clerks, and record~keepeft promqte~? (oive 
speci.t'ic job classifications, ~s "clerk-typist,,'" ••cler~, general," &l'ld $0 











a. ____________ _.,. __ 
b. 
___ ..,..... __ _ 








a ••. ________ ._..,..... 
b. -------..-.... b. ------- b, -------
V. Which of the following media are used in locating pr()specti ve accountant, , 
accounting clerk, and record-keeper employees? (Indicate the order of f~equency 
in which the agencies are used.) · 
l~ Company Employment Department s. College and/or H~gh Sgh9ai 
2. Private Employment Agenci~a 
EaplOJmel\~ BUN&UI -· 
6. Personal acquaintance,, 
3. u. s. Jilnployment Agencies Friends, or Relat,ives 
4. Nev,spa.per Advertisements 7,, Others 
10.) 
I. Ar,e employment tests given to prospective accounting, accoupting clerks, and 
.. 
record-keeper employees? Yes __ No __ _ 
If 11res, 11 what is the nature of the tests? (Such as lntelligence tests, aptitude 
tests, personality tests, 2.chievernent t ests, ancl so forth .) 
IndicHte after each t est vmother H is a commercially prepared test . (Indicate by 
"A") or a company prepar ed t est ,Indicat e by 11 I3 11 ). 
1. Accountants 2. Accounting Clerks 3. Record- Keepers 
(Tests given to) (Te sts given to) (Tests given to) 
a.. a . a. -- -
b, b. b. 
C, c. c. 
d. d. d. 
Other methods of determining skills. 
1, Accountants 2. Accounting Clerks 3. Record-Keepers 
a. a. a. 
b, b. b. 
o. c. c. --· 
d. d , d, 
Training Qualif icat ions of beginning accountant, accounting clerk, and repord-
keeper employees. 
1, Office L'.iachines Traini ng. 
What degree of skill is r equired in operat i ng the followi ng office ma chines? 
Semi- No . 
a, Adding machines ••••.•..••••••••••• 
b. C~lculating machines . ..... .. ..... . 
c. Other: ----- ----
• 7:-Semi-sldlled is used here to de:,cribe workers vh o have 
an el ementary knowledge of the operation o! the machine 
and its fundamental applications, but whose ope:rating 
skill is below that required of a specialized operato:r. 
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II• Training Qualifications, Continued. 
2. Previous Accounting Experi ence. (Experience in the same or closely related 
fields necessar y to meet t he minimum qualifications of the job.) 
Accounting Record-
Accountant Clerk Keeper 
a. Six months or less. 
b. Up to and including one year. 
c. Up to and including t"wo years 
d. Over t wo years. 
3. Training Period. (The time required in training on the job with your 
company for the average employee t o reach acceptable proficiency.) 
Accounting Record-
Accountant Clerk K~eper 
a. Three months or less. 
b. Up to and including six months. 
c. Up to and including one year. 
d. Over one year. 
[. What duties, other t han those included in t he definitions of an accountant, an 
accounting clerk, and a record-keeper given at t he beginning of t his questionnaire, 
are performed by beginning accountants, accounting clerks, and record-keepers by 
your company? 
1. Accountants' Duties: 2. Accounting Clerks' 
Duties: 
3. Record- Keepers' Duties: 
• 
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Does your company offer assistance to employees mo wish to get more education? 
Yes No 
I.t' ..Yes., 11 of whci.t. does this assistance consist? --------
Is there special training, peculiar only to the oil industry., "Whici1 is not 
usually given in high school and/or college accounting courses but which 
should be included in such courses? Yes No 




How often do you find beginning accountant, accounting clerk, and record-keeper 
employees deficient in the following abilities and traits? (Ansvrer in terms of 
duties that beginning accountants, accounting clerks, and record-keepers are 
expected to be able to perform. Whenever a comment does not apply to the three 
types of employees, indicate by writing 11Acct" for the accountant, 11A.C. 11 for 
aocqunting clerk, "R.C.1" for record-keeper in the appropriate blank.) 
Fields of Instruction 
and Training Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never 
1. Office Machines. 
Opera.tin~ the following machines: 
a. Addi ng Machines •••• • •••••••• 
b. Calculating :Machines •••••••• 




.. Fields of Instruction 
lind Training Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never 
-
2. Subject Matter ······•••000000000000• 
a. Grammar •••••••••• ""'"•"'•o•• OO 
b. Punctuation ••••••• • ,, •• • ••••• 
c. Spelling •••••••.• . 0000000•••0 
d. Arithmetic•••••••o••••o•ooo•o 
e. Penmanshipo .• 0000•00000••••~0 
f. Speech: 
(1) Manner of Delivery ••••• 
(2) Tone of Voice •••••••••• 
(3) Enunciation •••••••••••• 
g. Accounting skills ••.••••••••• 
h. Filing • .........• o ••••• o e o •• o 
i. other: . 
3. Office Duties. 
a. Using a typewriter •••••••••• 
b. Fi~ing ••••• .•.•. o • " •••••••• o 
c. Answering the telephone ••••• 
d. MP 0 +,ing and directing office 
callers ••••••• o••••••••••••o 
e. Composing business letter ••• 
f. Accounting duties ••• • •••••.• 
g. Other: 
4. Personal Traits. 
a. Attention to details •••••••• 
b. Organization of duties •••••• 
c. Ability to follow 
instructions •.....•••••••••• 
d. Ability to get along with 
other people •.•. .. .......•.• 
e. Grooming •••.•••• 00000•••0000 
f. Tact ••. . ..••••....•.•......• 
g. Honesty •.••..••••••.•• o••••• 
h. Dependability •.••••••••••••• 
i. Ambition • •......•...•••. o • o • 
j. Alertness •••.....•••••.••• o. 
k. Industry •. .•.••.... o. o • o ••• o 
1. Acc11Tacy •• •••••••••••• o ••••• 
m. Loyalty ••••••••••••••••• o••· 
n. Courtesy •.• •. o o •• 9 ••••••••• o 
o. Initiativeo••••••••••••••••• 
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